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Evening in Autumn
‘Cis evening:

Ab, how fair all Mature seems,

How gently the bright sun sinks o'er the pill;
How siweet the music of the babbling iil.

Che call of blackbirds twitt’ring by the streams,

Commingled with the doletul nightbird’s screams,
j2ow watted on the fragrant evening air,
GAbile all the world in autumn’s robes most rare

Js glowing in the sun’s declining beams.
ail, glorious ebe, stoeet climar of the day:

Chou comfort of a thousand pains of wor,
Of trials, cares and troubles, all that map

Beset our thornp pathway here below;
Chou augurest the time, with gladness rife,
Chat rounds this toilsome, weary dap of life.
—Clarence

J. Stoecklein,

’08
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that
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laid

- of the ancient
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himself

open

to the

refining

influences

classics; has put himself to the pains

of

seeking fuller information on subjects referred to, or suggested by these classics, and has not over and again experienced the sweet delights of pleasant reminiscence, when,

as by a sort of natural magic, preseht circumstances call
up the ghosts of past intellectual experiences.
Who that has once read
the story of Demeter can look out upon the fading summer now yielding
place to sear autumn, and not recall all the charms of that touching myth.

To many of our readers it may be still unknown; and for those that have
not read it, it will bear twice-telling. .
Demeter, or Ceres, as she is also known in ancient mythology, was the
goddess of the seasons, and the giver of goodly crops. It was thought

that to her men owed the art of tilling the soil, and sowing the grains.
She had an only daughter—Persephone was her name—as kindly gentle
as she was lovingly beautiful.
The young maiden going into the plain
of Enna with the ocean nymphs one day to gather roses and lilies, happened

upon a most beautiful flower, a narcissus, blooming in the dewy meadow
near the waters of the fountain Cyane.
It was the first time she had seen
this flower, and stretched forth her hand, was about to pluck its sweet

scented

hundred

heads

of blossom,

when

suddenly

Aidoneus,

the

king

of Hades, rushed up through the gaping earth on a golden chariot drawn
by his immortal steeds.
He seized the frightened maiden, leaped into his
chariot, and then plunged back into the deep crystal waters.
He could

never, never have obtained Persephone’s consent to be his queen, and the
sharer of his dismal kingdom.
But he knew that where inducements failed,
violence could succeed.
Besides, Zeus was an accessory to his purpose, so
what had he to fear.
Deeper and deeper they plunged until they reached

the kingdom over which

Persephone was henceforth to be the unwilling

ucen:

: Persephone’s long delay in the fields started her mother’s anxiety.
She
went in search for her, but the search was vain.
No clue to her daughter’s
fate could be found save her girdle, which was still floating on the waters
of Cyane.. At sight of it Demeter grew frantic with apprehension, and
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rushing hither and thither made diligent inquiry for her missing daughter.
At last the nymph Arethusa brought her the sad intelligence of Perse‘The goddess could scarcely contain herself,
phone’s descent into Hades.
But one means

so filled with wrath was she at Aidoneus’ cowardly deed.

remained to her to save her daughter from the hideous gloom of the
~ Lower World; she could appeal to Zeus for redress against his brother’s
conduct.

And so she did.

Straightway to Zeus she went, and there in terms of bitterest grief made

known to the Father of the Gods the outrage his brother had inflicted on
But Zeus was not to be moved by her entreaties; so
her maternal heart.

the grief-stricken goddess

left Olympus

where

she could no longer find

happiness, and came to dwell among men in whose sympathetic nature she
hoped to find some solace wherewith to assuage her wounded affections.
Heedless of her beauty, and careless of her attire, she walked toilsome
days and rested weary nights, accepting hospitality wherever her sunken
eyes and hollowed cheeks stirred commiseration in some human breast.
_ At last she reached Eleusis, and sat near the virgins’ well beneath a shading
olive.
Soon the daughters of Celeus, king of Eleusis, came to draw water

in their brazen pitchers.
Naturally Demeter’s condition made appeal to
them.
They questioned her. But she, dissembling the truth, and passing
herself as one escaped from pirates, begged them to procure her a service
in some good family.
They hurried back to the palace, and there made
such earnest appeal in Demeter’s favor that Mantaneira, their mother,

accepted her as nurse to her baby son.
And they as
Bound on the
So they, the
Lovely, along

eee

fawns or heifers in spring time
mead when satiate with food;
folds fast-holding of their robes
the hollow cartway ran.

to fetch the aged goddess to her new home.
She entered joyously upon
her duties, nursing the child with all a mother’s care.
She breathed on
him, anointed him with ambrosia, and would have given him immortality
had not Mantaneira’s curiosity, and then suspicion offended her so grev-

iously as to induce her to quit the palace.
made known her identity.

Before leaving it, however, she

Alarmed lest the slighted goddess wreak venge-

ance on him and his kingdom, Celeus made sincerest apology to the divine
nurse;

and she, accepting his apology,

ordered him to build her a shrine

without the walls upon the hill ef Callichorus.
So he did, and thither the
goddess repaired to grieve over her lost Persephone, and to plan direst
vengeance on the gods that wronged her and her daughter.
She could not
injure them in person for they were divine, but she could deny to men

wherewith to offer gifts and sacrifice to the divinities on Olympus.
plan was no sooner conceived than it was acted upon.

she did not suffer the fields to yield their produce.

This

For one full year

All sacrifices ceased,
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and famine reigned throughout the land.
This brought Zeus to his senses.
He realized that Demeter was a host to be reckoned with, and something

must be done to bring Persephone

back to earth.

Accordingly he dis-

patched Hermes to Aidoneus bidding him send Persephone to her mother.
The crafty king of Hades, veiling his displeasure, smilingly assented to
Zeus’ orders, bade Persephone depart for the regions of light whence he had

stolen her, and offered her a pomegranate which she, in the eagerness of her
new born joy, thoughtlessly devoured.
Then many-ruling Aidoneus yoked
His steeds immortal to the golden car.
She mounts the chariot, and beside her mounts
Strong Orgos-slayer, holding in his hands
The reins and whip; forth from the house he rushed,
And not unwillingly the coursers flew.
Quickly the long road they have gone; not sea,
Nor streams of water, nor the grassy dales,
Nor hills retard the immortal coursers’ speed,
But o’er them going, they cut the air profound.

Persephone reached Eleusis safely.
Intensest joy welled up within the
heart of mother and of child as they sat in sweet converse that short day.
Their joy had else been full had not Persephone rashly partaken of the
promegranate.
For this slight act she must now resign herself to spend
one-third of each returning year in the murky halls of Hades; the other
two she may while away with Demeter amid the glorious pageants of high
Olympus, whither her mother has now consented to return.
Mindful of
man’s sad plight Demeter bade the fields again produce the silken ears,
and wave anew with golden crops of yellow grain.
Such, in outline, is the myth of Demeter, as it was told by Greek mothers
to their little ones while they rested in their work in the autumn fields
that stretched around Eleusis.
As with all myths—the twice told tales of
primitive nations—that of Demeter gathered beauty of form, and richness
of suggestion with each new generation.
Whence it had its origin is
difficult—if at all possible—to learn.
But it leaves no doubt as to its
interpretation.
For us science makes elear the whence and the wherefore

of the recurring seasons.
But for the primitive people there was no such
teacher, and in its absence, their endeavor to explain the phenomena of the
world, naturally led them to invent such cosmical stories as this of Demeter.
Briefly we might interpret the story thus.
The beautiful goddess Demeter
symbolizes Natwre.
Persephone, whose chief delight is to frolic in the
sun and gather roses, violets, and the sweet scented narcissus, is Summer,
Nature’s most beautiful daughter, the pride of her heart, and the joy of
her life.
But when cruel Aidoneus steals Summer from Nature, all the
latter’s joy departs, her beauty fades—it is the Autumn of her life.
Then
she sets out to find her daughter.
Her wanderings lead her from earth
down to the abysmal regions of the nether world, and in her absence the
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flowers die, the birds fly off to other climes, and man is left in coldness,
Her search for Summer is not in vain, and she
darkness, and distress.

The Powers on high Olympus
resolves to bring her back to earth again.
Once more Nature is happy in the
are forced to yield to her demands.
She smiles and the flowers bloom again;
prospect of her child’s return.
grain. It is springtide. Nature's
spouting
with
green
grow
again the fields
Then, across the country
beauty in all the freshness of youth returns.
come the immortal steeds of Aidoneus, drawing his golden chariot; and in

it, safe from harm, is Nature’s smiling daughter, Summer.
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STOECKLEIN, ’08.

T was in November, and the eve of one of the greatest games in
the history of the college.
In Frank Lawton’s room eleven
Juniors lay stretched about ungracefully though comfortably.
The hands of the curious old time-piece on the mantel had gone
half-way on their mid-night round before the plans of tomorrow’s
game were completed, and each had retired to his room.
The

Juniors were

determined

to win.

For

four

successive years they had

borne the “red and white” to triumph, and they must do so again.
Their
honor was at stake, and they must defend it.
With these thoughts buzzing
through their brains the Juniors went to rest pondering and dreaming
of victory.

At last the day of the great game arrived.

The bleachers swayed beneath

the great masses of humanity, and on all sides pennants and banners of red
and white, purple and crimson floated and flapped to the will of the breeze.
Suddenly the college band, stationed high in the grand-stand, struck up a

well-known patriotic air; and a tremendous cheer went up as the Juniors
and the Seniors entered the field from opposite corners.
The game was soon in progress.
It was the Seniors’ kick-off, and the
Juniors’ secured the ball.
Slowly and steadily the Juniors began to gain
ground.
Suddenly when about ten yards from the touch-down, a well-

directed punt from the Senior fullback put their goal well out of danger.

The Juniors had the ball, but only for a short time.
Backwards and forwards the combatants rushed, now losing, now gaining, only to lose and

gain again.
The game now waxed warm.
Suddenly the gong sounded.
The first half was over and neither team had scored.
It was with renewed vigor and determination that both teams clashed
for the second half.

The Juniors having the ball tried for a center rush.

Both teams met with terrific force.

After each had extricated himself

from the tangled mass, Frank Lawton, the Junior full-back, was found
doubled up in a heap with a sprained leg.
It was a sad misfortune.
He

was the best player on the team.

The Juniors were giving way to despair.

Lawton was carried from the field, and a thousand
to see who would take his place.

eyes looked anxiously
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A small, weak-looking youth with a clean-shaven face, a high intellectual
forehead, and keen eyes, emerged from the crowd and took up his position
in the place of Lawton.
“It’s Eaton!” gasped the crowd in amazement.
‘The Junior rooters had now ceased cheering, for they felt that the worst
It was no doubt Haton’s first appearance on the “gridwas yet to come.

‘The
The game was resumed.
iron,” but he was the best of the subs.
had
they
minutes
fifteen
In
outset.
the
from
advantage
the
had
Seniors

made two touch-downs, while the Juniors had but one and the goal-kick.

The
The score thus stood ten to six, and only five minutes remained.
and
pennants,
umbrellas,
Hats,
hoarse.
s
Senior rooters yelled themselve
Senior
the
from
air
the
in
waving
was
device
e
imaginabl
every other
.
quarters.
The Seniors had the ball, and’ were only ten yards from the Junior
They failed to make their downs, however, and the Juniors got
line.

possession of the ball.

It was one: of those
A punt now was necessary, and a punt was given.
went straight into
It
long spiral twisting curves most difficult to catch.
the ground only
to
slipped
it
and
the arms of a Senior, but he fumbled,
on the spot.
was
and
bound
the
saw
Eaton
air.
the
into
to bounce again
With an elastic spring into the air the next moment he was seen with the

Eighty yards of
ball under his arm speeding toward the Senior line.
were in hot
rage,
with
mad
The Seniors,
clear ground lay before him.
He heard the heavy panting, and.
pursuit.
Smaller and smaller
on his back.
breath
hot
Suddenly his head swam
the goal became.
and he pitched forward blindly and lay for

on the ground, insensible to the thunderous

almost thought he felt their
the distance between him and
in a whirl, his feet trembled,
a time prone and immovable

cheering and shouting that

He had fallen
He had won the day.
arose from the Junior section.
across the touch-down line when the gong sounded, and the Juniors had
.
the game.
Tenderly and carefully he was carried from the field on the sturdy
He soon recovered consciousness, and
shoulders of four of his classmates..

was regarded as the hero of the day by both his opponents
students.

and fellow:
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Queen Summer's glorious reign is ended,

ber largess labishen all,

By all Her courtly train attended,
She leabes the woodland hall.

She journeys to the sunnp meadows

CAbhence she came forth abroad,

And with a smile amid the shadows
She wabes her golden-rod.

And bluebirds, redbirds, thick are thronging

Co head the grand parade;

_

Canatyp, finch and wren are longing

Co start the serenade.

Chrysanthemums aloft are raising

Their helms in shining rows;

@ith crimson banners gums are blazing

Her pathway as she goes.

|

Farewell, D gracious Queen of Summer -

Farewell, but not for ape;

Chou pieldest to a cold newcomer,

Capo now usurps thy swap.

Chanks for thy ruby plums and cherries,

Coby robes of emerald hue,

—

Chy golden grain and beryl berries,

Chyp perfect pearls of dew:

Thanks for the pretty, soft-eved flowers

Chat decked the grove and mead,
And soothed life’s tretful, wearp hours,
Like truest friends in need.
Heaben speed thee in thy distant journey,
_ gait Queen, so kind and good:

Cill thou returnest from the tourney
ddie’ll dream in solitude.
;

—G.

H. Maelmuire.
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if the habitual theater-goer of the present day eagerly

perusing the paper in search of the “next attraction” ever ponders
upon the history of the theater.

Does

the little street urchin

occupying a seat in the upper balcony of the theater, does the
prosperous man of affairs idly puffing at a cigar in the lobby,
or the fair young debutante, entertaining her friends at a boxparty ever reflect upon the development of the drama?
We cannot deny
the enthusiasm of the ordinary pleasure-loving American for the theater,
but his interest is prospective rather than retrospective.

Our readers, we

trust, are not of this class, and for them a short review of the early period
of the dramaturgic art may not prove uninteresting, and a comparison

of

the early theaters of Greece and Rome will give them a better insight into
the customs and civilization of these great nations of antiquity.
Neither the Greeks nor the Romans were the inventors, the founders of
the drama.
No nation can lay undisputed claim to that honor; in a primitive form it has existed in almost every nation, whether barbarous or
civilized.
The drama is one of the oldest of human institutions; in fact

one author suggests that “a rude pantomine accompanied by a dance may
be even older than language itself.”

every nation of ancient times.

We find traces of the drama in almost

But this was the drama, while still obscured

in the lyric, while still interwoven in accessory parts foreign to the dramatic
art of the present day.

The

Greeks,

and the Romans

after them, were the

founders of the legitimate drama, the first that surrounded the drama with

the beauties of literature, the first that raised it to the dignity of an art.
And the origin of the drama in Greece and in Rome was as humble as
elsewhere.
Looking back into the misty past we find that the Greek drama
arose from the dithyramb, a hymn sung in honor of the god, Dionysius.
At certain periods of the year, particularly during the vintage, the country

folk gathered in Athens at a religious festival to do homage to Dionysius
or Bacchus,

the god of revelry

and

sport.

These

festivals were

perhaps

not unlike our modern carnivals, and during this period of merriment and
laughter, a group of youths having their faces stained with wine leaves,
would mount a platform erected in the market place, and sing improvised
songs to the delight and amusement of the populace.
As time wore on,
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these lyric songs were found to grow steadily into popular favor; and from

the extemporaneous efforts of the first years these hymns were prepared and

Then instead of singing hymns in
. perfected in metrical arrangement.
honor of the god, the leader of a chorus began to impersonate the deity
itself, and hold brief dialogues with the choristers..

was possible.

From

then on a plot

Another leader soon became necessary for the choir in place

of the former leader, who now regularly impersonated different characters ;
soon this second leader became a second principal actor, and in later years

As the drama was perfected, much of the lyric
Saphocles added a third.
dropped out, although the chorus was retained, serving both as an intermediary between the actors and the audience, as well as to fill up the interim
Early in the development of the
while the actors were changing masks.
Greek theater the two great divisions of the drama sprang up; tragedy,
“the goat song” so named because the successful tragedian was presented
with a goat, and comedy,

“the village song,” probably

so termed

because

of the presence of many rustic visitors, who were then, as now, an object
of the comedians sharp wit and ready repartee.
The Romans, unlike the Greeks who created and developed their own
drama, adopted the drama of the Etruscans, a neighboring tribe in Italy.
These dramas were first produced at Rome by Etruscan actors, while an
interpreter stood by to captain the scenes as they were being erected; but
These
Roman actors were soon substituted and other minor changes made.

representations, as well as the Atallane fables, introduced a few years later,
were largely lyric, having a slight plot interwoven in the medley of song
Undeveloped as these representations must have been, they
and dance.
nevertheless proved immensely popular with the mirth loving country folk.
The Roman showed no mean inventive ability in adopting and molding
these plays to their own requirements, and the sturdy Roman gave promise
of producing

a drama

of nearly

equal

rank

to that

of his

more

highly

But at this juncture, at the very outset of the
polished Greek brother.
development of their drama, the Romans fell under the influence of the
The humble Latin play-wright, toiling over his work, was
Greek theater.
struck by the beauty, simplicity, and grandeur of the Greek drama, and

found it easier to copy the play of the Greeks than to write one of his own.
Greek plays were reproduced in Latin, and the humble beginnings of the
But while the Greek plays were in one
Roman theater were abandoned.
way

an

aid to the

Latin

play-wrights

they

crushed

all

originality

and

naturalness without which no work can rise to the dignity of an art.
How long the Greek drama was in course of development it is impossible
to say; little is known of the Greek play until the time of the three great
That the theater must
tragedians, Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides.

have had a gradual development is certain, although the grandeur of the
Greek drama seems to have suddenly burst into view from a mere nothingness, a Pallas sprung from the head of Jupiter, a Parthenon rearing itself
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in one night.
But just as we were on the verge of the invention of the
steam engine for many years before Watt made his triumphant victory, so
also the Greek drama may have groped in darkness for many years before
the genius of an Aeschylus, a Sophocles, and a Euripides brought it forth
in all its brightmess and glory.
The great perfection to which the Greeks
_ elevated their drama is a glowing tribute to their civilization and culture;
but the Greeks were largely aided by circumstances which furnish the inspiration to their poets, and aroused all the latent powers of the poets’
sensibilities.
Liberty was the inspiration ever present before the eyes of
the Greek dramatists, a liberty preserved against the incursions of count-

less hordes of Persians.
The heroic achievements of Marathon and Plataea
were the font from which sprung the demigods of Aeschylus, and the exalted
heroes of Sophocles.
Liberty then was a great aid to the Greek playwrights, and it has always been observed that the drama made its greatest
strides in those nations which enjoyed the greatest liberty.
And certain
it is that the rule of the Thirty

Tyrants

at Athens,

which

crushed

the

liberty of the Athenians, was also responsible for the decadence of the Greek
theater.

Religion, too, has been a fruitful source for the drama, and many

authors attribute the sudden rise of the Greek drama to the appearance of
the cult of Dionysius, which, after having been buried in obscurity for a

number of years, was suddenly revived at Athens.
The growth of the Roman theater was just as gradual as that of the
Greek, but without attaining to that perfection which marked the closing

days of the Greek theater.
The Romans were not possessed of the culture
of the Greeks, and their play-wrights were much inferior to those of Athens.
The magistrates exercised a strict censorship over their plays:
Naevius
twice paid the penalty of exile for some slight insult against one of the

patricians.
Greek

plays;

This enforced repression lead to an increased adaption of the
even

Greek

characters

were

introduced,

which,

in

caused the air of artificiality so noticeable in most of the Roman

turn,

plays.

But the greatest drawback to the possible perfection of the Roman drama
was the audience.
The Roman was essentially a soldier—rough, uncultured, illiterate; he was usually engaged in: foreign wars—the audience
was composed, therefore, mostly of slaves and foreigners.
Before such
an audience of varied classes, nearly all of them unlearned, the sublime
passages of Aeschylus, or the pathos of Euripides would be without effect;
just as the tragedies of Shakespeare would not appeal to those bred in the

slums of a great city.
The play-wright had to cast all the higher beauties’
of literature aside, and resort to coarse jests and foul language lest his
production become a failure.
While the Greek theater was aided and
encouraged in its development by native and foreign influences, the Roman
theater met everywhere with opposition.
In the Greek drama, tragedy was first perfected, and is represented by

three

great

tragedians,

Aeschylus,

Sophocles,

and

Euripides,

although

366
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there must have been numerous other writers who closely approached to
them in merit.
In point of time these three closely followed one another ;

in fact Aeschylus was enjoying his first triumphs when Sophocles was born,
while the beautiful lyric strains of Euripides resounded as a funeral dirge
at the death of Sophocles.

Yet even this period, brief as it was,

shows

many changes in Greek tragedy; changes of such importance as to incline
us to believe that far from reaching its maturity Greek tragedy was only
in the process of development during the era of these three play-wrights.
The tragedies of Aeschylus have a superabundance of lyric that bears but
slightly on the plot; Sophocles has less of the lyric, with a skillful blending
of the lyrie with the dramatic; while Euripides has still less of the lyric,
although he does not utilize it with the skill of Sophocles.
Apart from the
more mechanical features of the tragedies of these great play-wrights, each
one gives to the tragedy his own inimitable powers of expression. Aeschylus
excels in grandeur, Sophocles in beauty, and Euripides in pathos. Aeschylus
pictures the unbending will of the demi-gods in their determination to
suffer every evil rather than submit to the gods;-Sophocles pictures man
unwillingly leading to his own destruction; while Euripides calls forth our
sympathy for the misfortune in which Destiny has placed his heroes.
The

tragedy of Aeschylus has no counterpart in modern drama,
the

tragedy

modern

of Shakespeare,

melo-drama.

while

Nearly

the plays

of Euripides

all of the Latin

Sophocles is
resembles

our

play-wrights wrote both

forms of the drama, and a clear distinction between the tragedians and the

comedians is impossible.
in Latin,

writing

both

Livius first attempted to reproduce Greek plays
tragedies

and

comedies,

and

his

efforts

were

so

successful as to win for his plays a respectable following and the patronage
of the magistrates.
Ennius, “the father of Roman poetry,” wrote over
twenty-five tragedies, and is by far the best of the Roman tragedians.
Although his plots are all borrowed from the Greek masters, he puts into
his plays no small infusion of Roman spirit, and is far from being a copyist.
Pacuvius and Accius also won much celebrity in writing tragedies, but
none of their plays ever approached those of the Greek models.
We see
in the works of the Latin play-wrights occasional sparks of originality
and genius, but nowhere the luminous passages of Aeschylus or Sophocles.

In comedy writing the Greeks have no men of equal ability to that of
Sophocles in tragedy, while the Roman writers of comedy are an improvement over the tragedians.

Aristophanes and Menander are the best of the

Greek comedy-writers, while Plautus and Terence excel among the Latins.
The plays of Aristophanes and Plautus show many analogies; while whatever knowledge we have of Menander has been gained from the reproduction

of his works in Latin by Terence.
humor

The plays of Aristophanes abound in

and satire, with exquisite lyric songs and a small thread of a plot

perceptible through all.
Plautus, without the beautiful lyric parts that
characterize the plays of Aristophanes, has much of the latter’s keen wit
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and scathing satire.
Aristophanes was the poet of the political comedy of
Athens, while Greece still enjoyed her liberty, and his plays are marked
by absolute freedom of speech; whereas Plautus was the comedian of the
people, and although he restrained from making personal allusions to any
of the Roman authorities, he nevertheless indulges in a number of local
hits, much after the custom of an end-man in a minstrel.
Aristophanes
and Plautus are representatives of burlesque more than comedy, according
to our modern notions of comedy; but in Menander and Terence we find

productions like to the comedians of the present day.

Of Menander we

have a single extant play, but we know him through the writings of his
contemporaries, and also through numerous plays of his reproduced in
Latin.
From these plays we would judge that he is more of a stylish than
Aristophanes, but without his vigor and originality.
Terence occupies a
like position in reference to Plautus.
His works are really masterpieces,
but as plays they never met with the success of those of Plautus.
There
were numerous other comedy writers both Latin and Greek, but in these

four we have the representatives of comedy in these two nations.
What was the effect of the drama upon these two nations?
It would not
be difficult to conjecture.
The drama of Greece exerted much the same
influence as the press does in this country.
It was the chronicle of the

heroic achievements of the past, the mouthpiece

of the ‘patriot, and the

political organ ever sounding against corrupt legislation.

And

similarly

just as the press is in a country where freedom of speech is not tolerated,
~ such was the drama in Rome.
‘The office of the drama is to instruct, to
elevate, and to amuse, but of what assistance would be a man with his

mouth gagged and his hands and feet bound?
A Persian king said that
he feared Aristophanes more than any other man in Greece, but nothing
was to be feared, nothing to be expected from the Roman dramatists.

Like-

wise while the Greek theater had had a far reaching effect upon the modern
drama and Roman theater has had practically none.
The plays of
Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides are the models of modern tragedy,
while the Roman writers are comparatively unknown.
The Greek plays
are the most widely read productions of Greek literature; but who of us,
versed in Latin classics, are familiar with the plays of Pacuvius and
Accius?
Cicero is a worthy rival of Demosthenes, Virgil is not far beneath
the great Homer, but who of the Latin play-wrights compares with
Sophocles ?

We have seen the Greek theater rising from a mere nothingness, and
occupying the very highest pinnacle of fame, while the Roman theater
failed to make any advancement upon

the Greek model.

The history of the

Greek theater is interesting for what it was; the Roman, for what it might

have been.
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The Tell-Tale Spot
ELS

GF

G. F. Percig, 710.
OME years ago it so happened that the New York pick-pockets
organized themselves into a secret society for the purpose of
' working on the surface car lines.
The oft-recurring robberies
<%s
on these lines aroused the suspicions of the police, and a secretservice man was stationed on each car.
One night when the daily tide of “the weary children of toil”
was taxing the transportation facilities to their utmost capacity on the

six-o’clock car speeding up Seventh Avenue, the cry was raised:

“Look

out for your valuables!”
A gentleman who had been sitting in the extreme
rear of the car felt the hand of a “light-finger” in his pocket, and gave the
alarm.
Immediately all was confusion. - A man who was sitting beside
the gentleman arose, and quickly handcuffed a rough-looking fellow standing

behind them. °

:

“T saw you that time old boy!” said the secret-service man, “you'll get
a ride for this!”
“Stop the car conductor, please!”
“Proceed, sir!” he commanded, as
he stepped off with the prisoner, the robbed gentleman accompanying them
to the station.
The rough-looking man gave his name as John Patton, a dyer; the
gentleman registered as Robert Stephenson, banker.
The detective was a
well-known personage, and the clerk wrote T. Isaacs, Detective No. 32.
At his hearing in the police court; Patton pleaded “not guilty,’ and he

asked for a trial by jury.
When this trial came off Patton had secured no witnesses while the
State had two, Robert Stephenson, and the detective Isaacs.
But Patton,

as chance would have it, received a skillful lawyer.
crowded.

There was attention on every countenance.

let in, and the trial was
Judge asked, “John
not guilty?”

opened.

The court-room was
The

prisoner was

The clerk read the charge,

and the

Patton you have heard the charge, are you guilty, or

The prisoner answered clearly, “Not guilty.”
The witnesses were called, Stephenson first.
R. M. Jefferson examined
the witness.
“You are Robert J. Stephenson, are you not?” he asked.
coe

am.”

“What is your profession ?”
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“T am a banker.”
“Please tell the court what you know of the circumstances of the arrest

of the plaintiff.”
“T was seated on the left side of the rear end of the car, but on the outer
or right end of the seat, next to the aisle.
I was glancing over the Evening
Herald when the car turned a corner, and on account of some sudden jar

the hand of the thief struck the side of my coat.
_ withdrawn, and then I gave the alarm.

I felt the hand quickly

I accompanied the officer to the

- station, and at the chief’s request, I left the contents of my pocket there,

among them some valuable papers.”

“Were you perhaps not a little hasty in giving the alarm before you were
sure of being robbed ?”
“Perhaps, but a man would hardly take time to think of that.”
Isaacs

was next

called.

“You

are

Samuel

T. Isaacs,

are you

not?”

“T am,” was the answer.
:
“What is your profession ?”
“T am a secret-service detective.”
“Mr. Isaacs, please tell the court all the circumstances
arrest of the prisoner.”

concerning

“I was seated, as was already stated, to the left of Mr.

the

Stephenson.

I was not paying much attention to the passengers of the car, when suddenly I heard Mr. Stephenson cry: ‘Look out for your valuables!’ and saw a
hand hastily withdrawn from near his side, the same side where I was

sitting.

The thief was a very bold man.

prisoner, for
accompanied
“Are you
gentleman’s

I immediately

arrested the

it was his hand I saw.
I brought him to the police station,
by Mr. Stephenson, who filed a charge of petit larceny.”
sure it was the prisoner’s hand you saw withdrawn from the
pocket ?”

“I did not say I saw the hand withdrawn from the pocket; it was his

hand that was quickly -withdrawn.”
“Remember, witness, you are on your oath.”
“IT remember that,’ was the answer.
“What were you doing at the time of the alarm?”
“I was jotting a few words in a note-book preparatory
report.”
“Weré these notes in ink or in pencil ?”
“I wrote in ink with a fountain pen.”

to making

my

“Have you that book with you?”
“Here it is,” said Isaacs producing it.
“Your

honor,”

said

Jefferson,

robbed pocket.”

“I

would

like

to see the

contents

of the

Mr. Isaacs, if you please.”

The

These were produced.

“Let me have your book a moment,
lawyer examined the book a moment.

the outside of this book.

‘Here is an ink-spot, Mr. Isaacs, on

How do you explain it 2”
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with ink, owing to a leakage of my

fountain

pen.”
“Nothing of importance here, it seems,” said the attorney, laying down
In examining them he found a spot,
Now for the papers.
the note-book.
a finger mark on the back of a note.
He looked at it closely, produced
a magnifying glass, the better to study it.
“Mr/ Stephenson,” he asked,
“was this finger mark on this note when you put it in your pocket?”
“Most assuredly not.”

“You

knew

these papers have been kept in the safe untouched,

have

they not?”
“T believe so,’ answered the judge.

“Then

here is a clue to the thief, and one which proves my

client’s

innocence,” said the council.

“Will your honor order the prisoner’s finger marks

to be brought

in

and examined by the professor whom I have brought?
Let the prisoner’s
identification measurements and finger prints be brought to the court.”
The new witness was brought in and sworn.
He gave his name as
JamesF. Wilkes, identification expert of the Buffalo Police Force.
After
examining the print on the note and that of the prisoner, and comparing
them, he said: “It does not require an expert to see that these marks were
not made by the same person.
They are entirely different.”
“What are your grounds for believing them so?” asked the prosecuting
attorney.
“Sir,” was the answer, “my professional experience has taught me to
observe even the smallest print of a man’s finger prints that can be seen
even by the strongest magnifiers, but these marks are so Clee that
the veriest tyro could detect the oe
with the naked eye.”
“Your honor,” said Jefferson, “my client is virtually acquitted if the
court allows A
I would like to take the stand.”
“You may,” was the answer.
He took the stand and started, “I am R. M. J fo
by profession, an
attorney, but I am also an amateur detective.
By the luckiest chance in
the world I happened to be on the car the evening of the arrest.
From some
cause or other I happened to glance in the direction where the gentlemen

were sitting.
I saw this man Isaacs close this note book, and put it in
_ his inside pocket, together with his fountain pen, then deliberatively, but
slowly and cautionsly thrust his hand into Mr.

Stephenson’s pocket.

fingers were inky, and he had not dried them.

The finger-print which he

His

tries to fasten into this man whose fingers were dyestained was made by
his own inky fingers.
If my statement is doubted please remember that
IT am

under

oath,

and I refer you

to Mr.

Wilkes.

Have

him

to examine

the mark on ine note and that on the book, and he will eae that they
are the same.’
There was a glitter of a revolver, a flash, a roar, and a falling sound.
Isaacs, the “detective,” was a suicide.
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Autumn Thoughts
_Ree

‘THEN

oF 706.

The melancholy days are come, the saddest of the year,
Of wailing winds, and naked woods, and meadows brown and sere.

Heaped in the hollows of the grove the autumn leaves lie dead ;
They rustle to the eddying gust, and to the rabbit’s tread.
The robin and the wren are flown, and from the shrubs the jay,
And from the wood-top calls the crow thro’ all the gloomy day.
In writing these lines the poet has truly expressed the spirit of autumn.
The joyful summer season, so suggestive of life and freedom, with all its

accompanying

pleasures has fled, and we are now

gloomy

of autumn.

season

Lach

successive

in the midst of the

day grows

shorter,

the sun

rising later and setting earlier, as if in haste to leave the scenes of dreariness and growing desolation that greet it on its daily round.

But a few

days ago the trees were clothed in all the glory of their Indian summer attire.
Now they stretch their naked arms to heaven as if imploring raiment against

the snow and ice of winter.
It is an ill wind, surely, that blows nobody good.
Autumn in its last
stages certainly does not show Nature to advantage.
But in that it takes
from us the attractions of out-door life, it gives us a longing for the joys
and pleasures of home life.
At no season of the year is the family circle
knit so closely as in this, for it is not pleasant to spend the evenings outof-doors, and society life has not yet put in its bids upon our after-working
hours.
This is the tramsition period between woodland freedom and the

drawing-room restraints.

It has often seemed to me that the absence of

the pleasures of summer
the family circle, when
table under the shaded
the family hearth, there

is abundantly compensated for in the pleasures of
it gathers in easy chairs around the sitting-room
evening lamp, and within the cheery radiance of
to while away the hours in mutual efforts to main-

tain interest, and start the merry music of rippling laughter.
Another

feature of autumn,

and

one

that we

ought

to be quite sensitive

to, is that spirit of hallowed repose that seems to pervade the very atmosphere.
Can it be that we instinctively feel that we are keeping watch at
Nature’s death-bed? Or have the traditions of All Hallows, All Souls, and,
with us, Thanksgiving Day, brought with them the spirit of retreat and
prayer?
Be this as it may, it is well for us that Nature at this season so
kindly

disposes our circumstances

as to place us in a pensive mood,

bring home to us those salutary thoughts of death and sanctity.

and

to
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In the Carving of the Pumpkins

i
A

CHARACTER
A. ZENGERLE,

71).

STUDY.
708.

ED WILSON burst into a storm of merriment as he held up
a great grinning pumpkin.
It had just become conscious of
the joys of -a new phase of existence under the influence of
Ned’s jack-knife.
The more he had cut and chiseled and
carved at the homely round head, the more it had smiled, and

smiled, until it became

the very personification of comedy.

Ned placed the laughing pumpkin beside twenty others all of which reflected
the gayety of their newly arrived brother. - Each move the carver made on
his rickety bench set his whole pumpkin progeny bobbing up and down;
shaking, as it were, with laughter.
Ned kept laughing and carving, the
pumpkins kept laughing and ghakingg, and all the household kept laughing
and working as best they could.

Hallowe’en at the Wilsons’ was an event of more than ordinary importance
for the fashionable set in Hilden Park, and this year the traditions of the
family would naturally have to be maintained.
Mrs. Wilson was busy, the
servants were busy, the butler was busy, old Joe was busy, and even Fido,
despite his age, was kept busy getting out of busy people’s way.
Of course
Ned was busy for he was needed everywhere.
He had such a natural
sense of the appropriate when there was question of rousing laughter, that
his opinion was asked about the decorations, about the menu, about the
arrival of guests at the station, and whether they should be fetched to the
house in the phaeton or the brougham.
But no amount of questioning—
reasonable or otherwise—could nettle Ned. He laughed through it all with

a laugh that seemed to be contagious for everybody and everything; even
Fido in all his kitchen transmigrations kept wagging his tail.

This sunny

disposition was

in no wise

Ned’s by nature;

the approaching

féte was

responsible for it, except to offer a favorable occasion for its manifestation.
Ned was hurrying through the hall toward the front door when Frank,

his brother, entered.

Ned saluted him with his customary hilarity.

Frank

nodded a matter-of-fact acknowledgement of the greeting—it was his way;

hung up his hat, and then, in a tone not entirely free from sullenness,
called to his mother in inquiry as to whether Virginia had arrived.
His
interest in the celebration centered in Virginia’s being present at it.
His
mother answered in the negative.
His next inquiry was about the decora-
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He was assured that the dancing-floor had been attended

the decorations.

So

Frank

assumed

this function

to himself.

The dizzy, whirling waltz, the graceful skipping schottisch, or the slambang two-step had no charms

for Ned,

but for Frank they were the néc

plus ultra of all social events.
~

With pumpkins to the right of him, and pumpkins to his left, Frank set

about ltis work.

His face was dark and set; it was habitually thus.

hand.was nervousas he carved; and carved, and carved.
each pumpkin as he set it on the floor.

he carved the worse they frowned.

His

A face was on

But they did not smile.

The more

And yet he would not have them so.

His very soul seemed to stare at him from every pumpkin on the floor.
The garving over, he sat erect, drew a long, deep breath, then heaved a

heavy sigh, and leaning forward rested his elbows upon his knees.

His

nervous fingers turned the jack-knife in rapid revolutions.
All was not
well with him; his thoughts were deep and dark.
“O why did I stake it
all —,” his own voice startled him, and he jumped to his feet.
His eyes
flashed as if reading the future.
“Her hand!
Her fortune!
To-night
or —.”
His lips closed over the unfinished sentence, and he set about
hanging up those mocking pumpkins.
The hallowe’en party was indeed a brilliant affair.
The expectations of

the most fastidious were realized.

The guests had all arrived.

Virginia

had arrived.
There was music, and dancing, and singing, and feasting.
But why was it that the guests kept to the house.
It was true they examined and admired the decorations everywhere, but only in the house did
real mirth exist.
Late in the evening Frank and Virginia entered the

parlor together.
Virginia’s face
wore a look of crushed pride and
angry features, but they were often
He had been amusing somié maiden

was pale, she seemed Eootihiled:
Frank
savage determination.
Ned noticed his
so, and he gave them no second thought.
aunts—his mother’s sisters. In turning

to leave them he noticed Virginia sitting alone just inside the parlor door.
Something had crossed her, for her look was stern.
He strode over to her,
the spirit of manhood, of knighthood in his every look and move.
She_
looked up into his beaming eyes; the drawn lines upon her features relaxed.
She smiled, then laughed, and seemed herself again.
There they sat laughing at Ned’s pumpkins, and Ned’s pumpkins laughing back at them.
The dancing now had ceased, and hosts and guests were seated at the

festal board. One place was vacant.
Frank was not there.
They looked
for him; he could not be found.
They called to him, and from the barn
rang out the sharp report of a revolver.
They rushed thither.
A single
lantern scowled over the prostrate form, and from its drooping lips there
seemed to come a voice:

“Woe to such as you and me!”
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Corner
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)

Tue Exponent will endeavor, through this department, to furnish
S. M. I. students with selections appropriate to the season, and culled from

poets of repute, in the hope that these selections may aid them in cultivating a taste for classic English poetry.
A prize contest connected with this department will be announced in all
the Halls Saturday, October 17.
To Autumn
Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness!
Close
bosom-friend
of the
maturing
sun;
Conspiring with him how to load and
bless
thatech-eves

To

bend

with

run;

apples

the

moss’d

are the songs of Spring?
Ay,
where are they?
Think
not of them,
thou
hast
thy
music too,—
While barred clouds bloom the soft dying
And

the

round

that

vines

the

fruit

With

Where

cottage

fill all fruit with
core;
To swell the gourd,
hazel-shells
With a sweet kernel;
more,
And

still more,

they

Until

later

to

set

flowers

for

the

dies;

full-grown lambs loud bleat from
hilly bourn ;
and
now
with
Hedge crickets sing;
treble soft
The redbreast whistles from a gardencroft,

o’erbrimm’d

their

cease,

For summer has
clammy cells.
Who

hath not
store?

Sometimes

seen

oft

amid

sitting

seeks

abroad

may

careless

on

a

granary

floor,

hair soft lifted by the winnowing
wind;
:
on a half-reap’d furrow sound asleep,

Drowsed

with

the

fumes

of

popies,

while thy hook
Spares the next swath and all its
twined flowers ;
And sometimes like a gleaner thou dost
keep
Steady thy

Or

by
Thou

laden

head

a cider-press,
watchest
by hours.

swallows

twitter

the

with
last

across

a

patient
oozings

in

Keats.-

Autumn

whoever

Thy
Or

gathering

the skies.

thy

find
Thee

And

—John
thee

rosy

And

bees,

never

with

in a wailful choir the small gnats
mourn
Among the river sallows, borne aloft
Or sinking as the light wind lives or

budding
the

the stubble-plains

Then

the

will

days

warm

think

ripeness to
:
and plump

touch

hue;

trees,

And

day,

brook ;

look,
hours

The
The

On

‘

warm sun is failing; the bleak wind
is wailing;
bare boughs are sighing; the pale
flowers are dying;
And the year
the

earth, her death-bed,
leaves dead,

in

_
Is lying.
Come, months, come away,
From November to May;
Jn your saddest array
Follow the bier
Of the dead, cold year,
And
like dim
shadows
watch
sepulcher.

shroud

of

by

her

Autumn

Bending above the spicy woods which blaze,
Arch skies so blue they flash, and hold the sun
Immeasurably

far;

the

waters

run

Too slow, so freighted are the river-ways
With gold of elms and birches from the maze
Of forests.
—Helen Hunt:
October.

The

Gleaners

‘It has been said that in point of grandeur
Millet never surpassed this work.

by

its grandeur

drawing

and

serenity.

is faultless,

background

It attracts one

It is filled

the color is a quiet

harvesters

are

wealth of the husbandmen,

stacking

the

the forgotten ears of wheat.

in

autumn,

and

as

course,

the

alms

over

bit, as they

they

Neither proud nor ashamed,
of

afar

calm,

the

harmony.
fat

In the

sheaves,—the

chance

up,

one

The three women

but bent

their livelihood, bit by

with

from

while in the foreground, under the

hot August sun, three gleaners are picking
peal to our charity,

and completeness

gather
they
has

the

make

stubble,

gather

their

their

fagots

they

one,

no

ap-

glean

wine-grapes

in

merely accept, as a
bestowed

by

upon

winter.
matter
them.”
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chill rain is falling;
is crawling;
rivers are swelling;
knelling
For

The
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the

worm

thunder

is

the year;

blithe swallows are flown,
lizards each gone
To his dwelling;
Come, months, come away;
Put
Let
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and

the

on white, black, and grey;
your light sisters play,—

Ye follow the bier
Of the dead, cold Year,
And ‘make her grave green with tear on
tear.
—Percy Bysshe Shelley.
The

The Autumn
time is with us!

autumn

proach
Was heralded,

By
And

hazy
sun,

not

skies

sea-like

many

that

days

ap-

ago,

veiled

murmurs

Its

the

from

brazen

the

rustling

corn,
And
low-voiced
brooks that wandered
drowsily
By purpling clusters of the juicy grape
’ Swinging upon the vine.
And now, ’t is
here,

Under

the

Each

tree

invites

And now, as wanders the dilating eye
Athwart the varied landscape circling far,
What gorgeousness, what blazonry, what
pomp

Here,

colors,
sight !
where
crest,

bursts
the

upon
maple

the
rears

ravished
its

For

one,

Than

and

only

Of
The

dog-wood

field
deepest
looms
gnar'éd

red!

spreads

beneath

a

and

moonbeams

over

My

Beads

a

and

—William

cloud

afar,

D.

of

R.

Lowell.

Sweet ‘blessed beads!
I would not
With one of you for richest gem
That gleams in kingly diadem:
Ye know the history of my heart.

part

For I have told you every grief
In all the days of twenty years,
And I have moistened you with
And in your decades found relief.

tears,

Ah! time has fled, and friends have failed
And joys have died; but in my needs
Ye

And

were

my

friends,

ye consoled

For many

and

me
many

my

when

blessed

beads,

I wailed.

a time,

in grief,

My weary fingers wandered round
Thy circled chain, and always
found

some

Hail

How many
Of inner
I trusted
But

ah!

ye

Mary

sweet

relief.

a story you might tell
life, to all unknown;
you, and you alone,
keep

my

secrets

well.

rolling

where

are

A
‘In

gum,

grass

alas,
too!
—James

Ye

crimson;

one.

Fall lighter,—and,
More insubstantial

In
oak
the

sun;

My brain shapes form and face,
Throbs with the rhythmic grace
And cadence of her pace
F
To all fine instincts true;
Her footsteps, as they pass,

yellow

A golden glory; yonder, where the
Stands monarch of the forest, and
ash
parasite,
Is girt
with
flame-like
broad
The

the

Our Earth such homage pays,
So decks her dusty ways,
And keeps such holidays,

¥

what a change hath passed upon the
face
where
thy waving
forests
Of Nature,
spread,
green !
All
Then
robed
in
deepest
through the night
The subtle frost hath plied its mystic art,
And in the day the golden
sun hath
wrought
—
True wonders; and the wings of morn
and even
magic
breath
the
Have
touched
with
changing leaves.

Maples

Surely for thee are meant
~These hues so orient,
That’ with a sultan’s tent

And

Of

October

What mean these banners spread,
These paths with royal red
So gaily carpeted?
Comes there a prince to-day?
Such footing were too fine
For feet less argentine
Than Dian’s own or thine,
Queen whom my tides obey.

bloodiest

Gallagher.

Of

the

sign

only

that

chain

I am

I

but

wear—

the slave,

life, in death, beyond
the
Jesus and His Mother fair.

grave,

—Father

Ryan.
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Toward the close of the summer vacation the old students
of the

Institute

were

painfully,

and

yet pleasantly

sur-

Rev. Bernard P. prised; painfully, in that they were informed that Rev.
O’Reilly, S. M. Louis Tragesser, 8. M., who for six years had guided the
destinies of St. Mary’s was to be henceforth

President of St. Louis

College,

San Antonio, Texas; pleasantly, in that the same communication assured
them that Rev. Bernard P. O’Reilly, S. M., would be Rev. Tragesser’s
successor.
Reverend O’Reilly is not a stranger to us.
For five years he

has been connected with St. Mary’s as professor in the College Department,
and as Vice-President of the Institute.
During these years we students
have learned to respect Father O’Reilly as an able professor, to revere him
4
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as a zealous priest, and to love him as a devoted friend whose kindly interest

~ in all the phases of our education never lags.
We regret, indeed, that Father Tragesser, to whom St. Mary’s and her
students owe so much, has ‘left us, and we congratulate the College that has
secured his most valuable services.
But we feel that we, too, are to be
congratulated on the happy choice of the authorities who, recognizing
Father O’Reilly’s abilities, have placed him at the head of St. Mary’s.

We feel sure that under his administration the “Old School” will be able
to hold its rank as one of the foremost Catholic Colleges of our country,
~ and that its student-body will grow in number as it has grown in its
reputation for learning and right conduct.
Though still a young man, Father O’Reilly’s experience in matters educational is quite varied.
After completing his primary education in the
Cathedral School of his native city, Rochester, N. Y., he entered the
juvenile department of St. Mary’s Convent, Dayton, Ohio, the mother-house

of the Society of Mary in America.

After a short stay in that department

he was admitted to the novitiate.
At the close of this
made his religious vows, and was appointed to follow
training at the Convent.
In 1892 he was ordered to
his mtellectual pursuits.
In 1896 he secured his B. A.

State Examiners

at Besancon.

year of probation he
a course of normal
France to continue
before the Board of

A new field of experience

now

opened

to him.
‘The chair of English language and literature in the French Naval
Academy at St. Brieuc having been vacated, our new president was appointed to the position.
He spent three years at St. Brieuc when his

superiors ordered him to the Marianists’ Theological Seminary at Antony,
near Paris.

While at the Seminary, Rev. O’Reilly pursued special courses

of study at the Catholic University of Paris.
Shortly after his ordination he returned to the States, and was appointed to a professorship at
St. Mary’s, in which capacity he continued until 1906 when he was promoted to the vice-presidency of the Institute.
THE Exponent has been fortunate in securing an excellent likeness of
our new president, which it has taken the liberty to reproduce in this
number.
We say liberty for we feared lest Father O’Reilly’s repugnance to
publicity might have restrained our action had his consent been solicited.

Prospects
1908-’09

The long-looked for holidays are passed, and we are once
This year our Alma Mater’s
again back at old St. Mary’s.
call has been answered in increased numbers, giving promise

of a most successful year.

The new faces which at first bore such forlorn and

distant looks have now expanded into so many happy smiles, and we are
satisfied that the smiles will grow to such dimensions as to become of the

kind that “wont come off.”

Although greatly missing last year’s crop of brilliant young men whose
achievements in studies and in athletics we hold as a legacy, yet we are
egotistic enough to believe that there are more at home like them able tc

maintain, or even surpass the standard that has been set.
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At the time of election reforms are the order of the day.
Our

Justice

Jn

the

need

government

of reform

of

the

United

in the judicial

States

system.

there

is urgent

The

great

lack

of expediency and thoroughness has contributed its share to the political
unrest of the times, and the recent reversal of the Standard Oil Decision
has greatly intensified the antagonistic feeling.
Just such instances have made the people wont to say that the courts
-were constructed,
for the rich, but that is not the case.
It is true, however, that the cumbersome and evpensive machinery involved in the disposition of justice has put the poor litigant at a great disadvantage so that in
cases’ where the opposing litigants are rich and poor, he with the longer
purse will ultimately defeat his poorer opponent, or at least force him into

an unfavorable compromise.

:

The present judiciary system is comprised of three divisions: The “court
of first instance,” the intermediate appellate court, and the court of final
appeals, known as the State and Federal. supreme courts.
Now the evil

in this system exists in the facility with which a litigant may appeal to
the higher courts, and this ease is made possible by the cumbersome code
of procedure, and the various technicalities which cloud a trial.
The
primal function of a supreme court is the expounding of certain principles
of law involved in concrete cases such as the interpretation of State or
Federal constitutions, or in the application of common law.
But the

elaborate code of procedure that must be observed admits of many loopholes
through which an astute lawyer may bring his case to a higher court where,
through a mere technicality, which may have no direct bearing upon the
decision, the case is reversed.
Now so many appeals to the supreme court
would make its chief function be the granting of a second review to a case.
In criminal cases conditions are decidedly worse, and as an English critic
observed, ‘it is more the sayings of the lawyers that are on trial than the

criminal himself.”

The English certainly furnish us with a model preced-

ent in the expediency
and

three weeks

of criminal

in America,

cases, for in trials that would

justice

in Great

Britain

is meted

out

last two
in two

or three days.
The reason for this lies in the fact that English judges
are empowered to cut short useless cross-examinations, while in this country
the court is entirely helpless in this regard.

Undoubtedly if the code of procedure now in vogue were to be withdrawn, and a more judicious and expeditious one substituted, the many
delays that now impede the progress of a trial would be eliminated.
Appeals to a higher court should be denied a litigant unless some weighty
reason bearing directly upon the decision intervenes.
The longer a case is
before the courts the more expense is involved, and hence the majority of
eitizens who are not wealthy are powerless before the existent code.
If
a code similar to that of the English were established, undoubtedly justice
would be meted. out more expeditiously, and then the courts would com-

mand that degree of respect which all authority should elicit.

Daniel

Federal and

Webster

379
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once declared that “it is the balance

between general and State governments which has preserved the country in unexampled prosperity for fifty years,

State Rights

and the destruction of this just balance will be the destruction of our

Hence we may well view with alarm the recent impetuous
government.”
tendency to enlarge upon the powers of the central government to the

weakening of State rights.

When the President and his Secretary of State

have insisted’ that the government needs greater centralization, and when
Congress has just passed such comprehensive laws as the Employer’s Lia-

bility Act, the Beveridge Child-labor Law, and the National Incorporation

That these acts are
Act, we are forced to wonder where it will all stop,
unconstitutional is the definite decision of the United States Supreme

Court, but the opinion has brought upon the jurors a veritable flood of
Now

protest.

the people in clamoring for a correction of existing abuses

should not endeavor to depart from the established form of government, :

but

on the

contrary,

they

should

not

tolerate

any

digression

from

the

|

Constitution.

The Constitution, ever the same, has made a distinction between Central
and State governments, and under no circumstances can the meaning be
Now we think there was great wisdom in so defining the
perverted.
respective rights for, as some one has said, “National government for
national affairs, and: State government for State affairs, is the foundation
The people of the entire nation
rock upon which our institutions rest.”

cannot
people
to one
enacted

act with the same alacrity and thoroughness as are possible to the
Then, too, there are certain conditions suitable
of a single State.
Hence laws should not be
State, but disagreeable to another.
for all States unless those laws are essential to the welfare of. all

The people of a single State closely associated as they
States in common.
govern wisely than are representatives gathered from
to
apt
more
are
are,
coast to coast, representing various opinions and interests.
We do not mean to say that State power ought to be augmented—far
from it. But we do advocate the distinction of State and Federal rights

as interpreted by the Constitution.

Nor do we deny that such laws as

the Liability Act, the Child-labor Law, etc., should not be enacted, for we

believe them to be just and expedient, but since they fall under

State

The Central
jurisdiction they should be made laws by State legislatures.
government may have control of interstate commerce, but that fact does

not warrant unlimited authority over all matters contingent with that
National government for national affairs, and State governcommerce.
ment

for State affairs is the safety contrivance

of the machinery

of the

Union and its defenders, the members of the Supreme Court may be commended for the firmness they showed in the face of weighty opposition by
interpreting the law as their conscience dictated.

Franots C. Canny.

—
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SCHOOL

OF JAPAN

THE ArostTLiIc ScHooL has been established at Urakami, near Nagasaki, to
bring up apostles; namely, to give a thorough Christian education to virtuous
and talented boys and young men among the Japanese Christians, in order to
prepare them for the priesthood; the religious state, or the important duties of
teacher and catechist.
Motto of the School—*Christianize Japan by means of the Japanese.”
Pope Pius X., in sending his special blessing to the ScHoor and its benefactors, directed Cardinal Merry del Val, his Secretary of State, to write as
follows: “It is a pleasure for me to inform your Reverence of the high and
special satisfaction with which our Holy Father has learned of the foundation
of an AposToLtic ScHoot near Urakami in the Empire of Japan.”
The Four Bishops of Japan, in a letter to the Superior of the Brothers of
Mary in Japan, who have taken charge of the School, state that the Society
of Mary is acquiring “a new claim upon the gratitude of the Bishops of Japan
who make it their duty to approve the enterprise and to call upon it the blessing of Heaven.”
:
The Exponent will make special efforts to establish both yearly ($60) and
permanent ($1,200) scholarships.
Any sum, however small, will be most gratefully accepted.
Our Friends are invited to enter one of the following classes:
1.
Founders, by establishing permanent scholarships of $1,200.
2.
Founders of the Second Rank, by offering $600.
3.
Guardians, by paying for one pupil during the whole course of his studies;
i. e., annually $60, the sum required to maintain a young man during one year.
4.
Subscribers, by offering $5 a year.
5.
Associates, by giving any small alms or by promising daily to recite the
prayer of St. Francis for the conversion of pagans. .
6.
Promoters, by making known the Aprostoric ScHoor and by inducing others
to assist in making of Japan a Christian nation.
Address all communications to THE EXpoNENT,

THE

EXPONENT

will

take

donors to the ApostoLtic
ment of all receipts.

special

ScHoort

pleasure

and

will

St.

Mary’s

in

forwarding

regularly

Institute,
Dayton, Ohio.
gifts

publish

in

and

names

itemized

of

state-

In sending a contribution, fill out the following blank:
Enclosed please find an (annual)
Apostolic School of Japan.

contribution
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SCHOLARSHIP

FUND

SANCTUM

:
Kind

To our

OF THE

EXPONENT.

Friends:

We have undertaken to assist in spreading the blessings of Christianity among
the fifty million pagans of the great Empire of Japan, and we invite you to aid
us not only by sending your own contribution but by inducing your friends to
take interest.in the good cause.
Literature and credentials furnished upon application.
We ask the benefactors of the Apostolic School to allow us to publish their names for ithe sake of good example.
' In sending our cordial greetings we beg God to bless our well-wishers.
Tue

Second
Cash

on. hand,

EprrorIAL

Endowment

STAFF

OF THE EXPONENT,
Francis C. CANNY,
Editor-in-Chief.

Fund

$300.60.

SCHOLARSHIPS.
“Seat of Wisdom” Scholarship for 1908, presented by Miss Marie Diirst, of
Dayton, Ohio, with the assistance of the following Dayton friends:
(Previously
recorded:
Miss Marie Diirst, $5; Mrs. Phil. Hunkeler, 25 cents; a member of
St. Mary’s Alumni and family, $25; Rev. B. H. F., $2.50; Rev. Dr. Charles
Kemper, $2; Mrs. Arthur Giesler, $1; Anton Amann, $1; Miss Mary Barthelemy, $1; Miss Kate Dwyer, $1; John T. Barlow, $5; Mrs. W. H. Crawford, $1;
Mrs. C. J. F., $1; Mrs. John P. Breen, $5.)
Miss Margaret Burns, $1; Mrs.
Phil. Hunkeler, 25 cents; Mrs. Jos. Burns, 25 cents; Edward Neder, $5; Mrs.
ida Hilerman, $3.50; Miss Marie Diirst, 25 cents.
Total, $61.
OTHER

BENEFACTORS.

St. Mary’s Institute—Holy Name Society, $2.15.
Dayton, Ohio.—Mrs. M. B., $14.60; J. B. Moorman, $1.
Cincinnati—Joseph Hellman, 25 cents; Henry Hellman, 25 cents.
Pittsburg, Pa.—Cash, $1.
Wilmington, Ohio.—John P. Georges, Sr., $1.
Urbana, Ohio.—-Mr. and Mrs. John O’Brien, $1.
Chicago.—Jochn P. Daleiden, $10; Henry W. Frische, $5; N. N., 15 cents;
Peter Colljung, $1; Peter Schram, 25 cents; John Maselter, $1; Mrs. Elizabeth
Erfort, 50 cents; Mrs. Barbara Maselter, 50 cents; William Jagau, 50 cents; N.
N., 50 cents; Hubert Seifert, $1; Mrs. Margaret: Dieden, 50 cents; John Schoen,
Jr., $1; Martin Boehning, 50 cents; Mrs. Catherine Koch, $1; Cornelius Birren,
$5;

John

Grand
N.

Muno,

$5;

total cash

B—Address

formation.

John

Zimmer,

on hand,
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We regret to chronicle the rather sudden death of ConIn Memoriam = stantine Greulich, which took place in Dayton, Tuesday,
September 22, in the sixty-third year of his age.
Mr.
Greulich registered at St. Mary’s May 3, 1858, and is the brother of the first
boarder at 8. M. I., Joseph Greulich, ’50, who departed to a better life a
year ago.
Constantine was well prepared by Rev. Father Franzen, an old
boy of the 60’s, and now pastor of St. John’s Church, who also sang the
requiem high mass on the day of interment.
Several members of the
faculty offered up prayers for the repose of his soul at his late home, and
prayers were offered up by the student body in the Institute Chapel.
The
Alumni editor, in behalf of the faculty and students of St. Mary’s, extend
to the sorrow-stricken family and sorrowing brothers of the deceased their
heartfelt sympathy in the hour of bereavement, and recommend him to the’
prayers of EXPONENT readers.
Roy SAcKsTEDER, 711.
It

R. I. P.

is

our

Timmermann,

sad

duty

to

report

of Cincinnati,

who

the

death

entered

of

Herman

the

Institute

with his brother Henry on August 30, 1869.
He died on
June 25, 1908, in the fifty-first year of his age, well prepared for his journey

into eternity.

Several of the Cincinnati

Brothers

attended the funeral

services.
We extend our sympathy to the bereaved members of the family,
and recommend him to the prayers of ExpoNENT readers.
CHARLES WAGNER, 709.
VISITORS

Among
Alma

the many

Mater

during

graduates and former
the vacation

months

students who called on their

were:

Joseph Meier, ’04, then of Dayton, now of Hamilton, Ohio, where he
is connected with a large clothing establishment.
JOSEPH CRONAN, 05, of Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio.
CHARLES ERTEL, ’05, of Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary, Ellenora, Ohio.
Au. J. WARD,

799.

Grorce W. BRENNAN,

706.

The

Reinbolt

Scholarship

During the year nineteen-hundred and
eight the Faculty of St. Mary’s Institute
founded the ‘‘ Chaminade Scholarship ”
for the benefit of the Apostolic School of
Japan, and now in the same year they
have come forward with another scholarship, which has been named in honor of
a departed member of the Order, Father
Reinbolt.
This pious

and

beloved

Provincial

the

American

of

priest

was

Province

from 1864 till 1886, and during that time
he made

a host of devoted friends who

revere his memory.
Father Reinbolt
was one of the most remarkable men of
the American Province.
Gentle and refined, of a pleasant disposition and comThe Very Reverend John Nepomucene
Reinbolt
A saintly priest of the Society of Mary, who
during twenty-two years was at the head of
the American Province.
From

a photo taken in 1875.

|

manding personage,

|

faith, obedience and resignation to God’s
will. He was a great lover of the beautiful

’

music

artistic

he was a model

especially

appealing

to

of

his

temperament.

The prayer of this holy servant of God
for a sudden but not unprovided death was heard on February
his mortal remains were sorrowfully conveyed to their last

13,

resting

1895,
place

and
in

the beautiful Brothers’ Cemetery.
Those members of the Faculty who were particularly successful in finding
generous friends for the noble cause are Reverends Bernard O’Reilly and
August Frische, Brothers John Banzer, Henry Marzhauser, Fred Paff, Thomas
Lynch, Theodore Rush, Lawrence Stegmann, and Anthony Weber.
Their
friends hail from New York, Rochester, Cincinnati, Dayton, St. Louis, Allegheny, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Baitimore, Bellefontaine, O., Columbus and
Chicago.

Other members of the S. M. I. Community, whose appeal to their friends
wag liberally responded to, are Brother Edward Gorman, founder of two
Baltimore scholarships, and Brother Thomas Mooney who established the
“Cleveland Scholarship.”
Details of these have been previously recorded.
It can be seen from the above results how great is the popularity of the
yearly ($60) scholarships and the facility with which they can be founded and
renewed.
—Francis C. Canny, 09.

The

Cappel

Furniture

Main Street

Company,
Dayton,

Carl,

Ohio

’03

The

Cappel

Furniture

Company,

Fifth Street

The

Cappel

Dayton,

Scholarship

These loyal Alumni have the distinction ot being the first to establish
scholarship at their Alma Mater.
interest in the welfare of St.
spirit.

a permanent

Both have at all times taken the greatest personal

Mary’s, and

are strong

endorsers

of her

They are energetic young business men of the Gem City, Harry

President and Carl, Secretary of the Cappel Furniture Company,
of its kind in the State.

Ohio

The cuts represent their respective

Mary’s in thanking these devoted sons for their
their enterprises, and puts forth the hope that
many of her generous sons and friends.

liberality
their

one of the largest

business
bids

conduct

progressive
being Vice-

quarters.

them
will

be

St.

God-speed

in

imitated

by
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Henry Stich, ’07, of Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary, Ellenora, Ohio.
HaARriBert J. RECHSTEINER, 795.
Ropert 8. Haygs, 703.

Davin A. Kerstine, ’03, of New York City.
Epwarp A. Moritz, 705.
Frank Heile, *76, of Covington, Ky.

CHARLES, WETZEL,

*03, of Case School of Applied

Science, Cleveland,

Ohio.
Edward Rottermann, 790.
Earn SMITH, 707.
EmMeEtT F. SwEEeTMAN, 704.
Harry FINKE, 702.
THEODORE HOLLENKAMP, 799.
JOSEPH F. FERNEDING, 707.
ARTHUR V. REGAN, 07.
MARTIN VARLEY, 706, of Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary, Ellenora, Ohio.
Rev. JosepH F. Kenry, of Peoria, Ill.
CarL E. Capret, 703.
CLARENCE P. KRAEMER, 703.
Albert Focke, ’97.
Frank Focke, ’06.
Carl Unger, ’06.

Albert Kramer, *85, en route for Colorado Springs, Colo., for his health.
He is still represented in the new term by his son, Fred.
Harry Schutz, °95, with Charles, 03, and George Peurrung,

°05,

ee

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Joseph Burgmeier, *07.
CuaAr.zs F. Nasu, 799, of Pittsburgh, Pa.
CLIPPINGS

FROM

OUR

MAIL

Henry Hollencamp, *06, whilst visiting the wonders
British Exhibition sent the Alumni editor a handsomely

of the Francoillustrated post-

card to show that he still thought of Tur Exponent though far away from
home.
Among

the number

of Swiss pilgrims to the Holy Land

for the month

of September we note the name of Arthur Zuber, 06.
Your card of the
Holy Sepulchre testifies your love for Alumni Mater. Arthur is now studying at Munster, in the picturesque and historic canton of Lucerne.
Recollections
of 1866

MaRTINSVILLE, N. J., Aug. 8, 1908.
I was a student of Nazareth some thirty-five years ago
when Brother Zehler (deceased) and the Reverend Meyer
were directors.
The Hegger family is pretty well repre-

sented on your records since 1866.

Iam certainly pleased to see that my

dear old college has gained such headway.

Thirty-five years ago we (I say
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we, as I still feel associated with St. Mary’s) were very much in the infant
stage, but nevertheless good educators, and I shall never regret the days
spent as I then thought, in a prison.
How I wish you Brothers would give
a list of your professors so that I could look back upon their names, and say:
“Good old friends.”
Many and many times have I had a desire to visit

the old home, and if all goes well, J shall.

I love the old spot, which in my

time was very confining, but you have improved so much that I am certain

I should be lost now.

God bless the old school.
Au. W. HEGGER.

Good

Father Rheinbolt, of whom

you ask, died in 1895.

But Brother

Edward is still at St. Mary’s, and will see to it that you don’t get lost.

Let

us hear again from you, or better still, give us the promised call.
JosEPH G. Nasu, *96, then of Dayton, now of Buffalo, N. Y., assures us
that the pleasant visit he paid to St. Mary’s were among the most

enjoyable features of his two weeks vacation at home.
Joe is now holding
a responsible position with Gerber, Nott & Co., Importers and Manufacturers of Millinery Goods.
James

P. Ryan
"75

James Ryan, ’75, of Apple Creek, Ohio, remembers his
college days and chums as if they were but yesterday.
James is now looking after big farming interests.
Your
great friend, Brother Bertram, is now at St. Louis College, San Antonio,
Texas.
Thanks for giving us the whereabouts of W. J. Conway, 776, now
conductor on the Santa Fe Railway in New Mexico.

Honduras

_

Brother

August

Viat,

’70,

of the

Society

of Jesus,

is

= ‘now stationed at St. John’s College, Belize, British Hon-

duras.
Though far away from his Dayton home, Brother
Viat was delighted at being joined in the missionary field by Mr. JosepH
W. Kemper, 01, also from Dayton, and a son of St. Ignatius.
May God
bless you in your arduous work, and may the recollection of old St. Mary’s
refresh your courage in the hours of fatigue.
FRANK BIENDL, 710.
HERE

AND

THERE

Among the speakers of the Catholic Educational Associa-

Dr. Greiwe — tion Convention, held this year in Cincinnati during the
early part of July, we find that Dr. John E. Greiwe, ’68,
earned hearty applause from his entire audience by his lectures on “Physical

Care of the Child.”

Doctor Greiwe is at present a member in the Medical

Faculty of Cincinnati University.

For a long time we were unable
Lost and Found

to locate James

B.

(sry, ’89, then of Winamac, Ind.
A kind friend has
brought us the news that James is now domiciled up in

Nome, Alaska, where he is interested in mining property.
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On August. 4 Brother Henry J. Wassenich, 797, son of
Perpetual Vows our Old Boy Charles J. Wassenich, who registered at St.
Mary’s in 1875, made his final vows as a Brother of Mary.
Brother Henry is now professor at St. Mary’s College, San Antonio, Texas.

Our heartiest
Sunny South.

Mt. St. Mary’s

congratulations,

Brother,

and

wishes

for

success

in the

Just think of nine old boys now at Mt. St. Mary’s preparing themselves for the sacred ministry!
Harry-J.

Aussury, *08, and Witti1am P. O’Connor, 708, both of
Dayton, and two inseparable companions from their earliest school-days on
September 15 entered upon their first year of seminary life.
Imagine their

joy upon meeting within the same sacred precincts,

JoHN CosTELLo, ’08, of

Anderson, Ind., and Albert Zengerle, 709, who very successfully passed
the entrance examinations.
Add to these our other clerical old boys.
CHARLES ErTEL, *06, and Martin Vartey, °06, Henry Stich, 707, Leo
Brown, 706, and WALTER Mak ey, 701, and you have a group of names of
which Alma Mater is justly proud.
Roy

Medicine

Man

711.

JosEPH GorrsraTH, ’98, of Louisville, Ky., now Father
Norbert of the Franciscan Order, visited his Alma Mater

on September 19.
Weckesser and
Harry Capper,

SAcKsTEDER,

Eichner,
98, and

Here he met his old friends, Fathers

Brother
CHarLes

John Waldron, and his class-mates.
MEIER, 98.
Father Norbert is now

at the large and beautiful Monastery of Mt. St. Sepulchre from where he
attends lectures at the school of medicine of Georgetown University.
In
a few years Father Norbert will be the Medicine Man

of New

Mexico.

Don’t fail to call on our veteran

among

the Indians

Brother

Theodore

FRANK

Brenpt,

Rush,

the able cicerone, who is now teaching at the Immaculate Conception School,

‘Washington.

Our best wishes accompany

you.

710.

¢

Columbus

News

John

Keegan,

reporting one of the most pleasant reun-

ions of the Columbus Old Boys, writes:
“Wednesday evening, July 22, the Columbus Association
of Former Students held its regular meeting, combined with a farewell
reception tendered to the Columbus staff of Brothers, at the residence of our
esteemed president, Mr. Edward Dorgan, on Hamilton Ave.
The palatial

abode of Mr. Dargen was ablaze with lights, and the reception accorded to

Brothers and members was on a par with the cheer and tone pervading every
room.
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“Among those present beside the host were:

Joseph Hinterschield, Chas.

H. Dietrich, John W. Keegan, Chas. H. Bancroft, Frank Leferenz, John
Stahl, Arthur Zang, John Zuber, John Dorgan, Mr. Wm. 8S. Connors,
member of the Board of Public Safety, and the Brothers from Holy Cross.

“The meeting was probably one of the most enjoyable held for some time.
The time was spent principally with tales of S. M. I. days, a report of the
Commencement

Day

of John Dorgan,

Exercises, and best of all by the famous experiences

leading detective of the Columbus

Police force.

His

fund of stories and anecdotes was inexhaustible.
About ten o’clock the
guests were ushered into the dining-hall where a very elegant spread was
prepared.
Whatever feminine ingenuity could conceive in color or design
was displayed with the most exquisite taste.
The particular feature in
the dining-room—and one which brought forth a roundof applause—was
the colors of S. M. I., beautifully festooned around the chandelier above the
table.
The floral embellishments of the various rooms, in “Red and Blue,”

bespoke Mr. Dorgan’s love and loyalty for St. Mary’s.
It was very thoughtful of the host and hostess, and added a sort of “Rah! Rah! Rah! feeling for
the college.
The characteristic feature of the evening was the general good
feeling manifested, and it is evident that meetings of this kind will do
much toward booming the Columbus Association.
“Mr. and Mrs. Dorgan are deserving the heartiest congratulations for the
complete success of the evening entertainment.”

We

know

that

the

Columbus

Association

of

Former

Students

fully

appreciates the kindness and generosity which Mr. Dorgan showed on this
occassion.
‘T'he Alumni editor wishes to join his thanks with that of the

“Columbus Boys,” and regrets that he is able to enjoy only the report
of that glorious evening.
Cuas.

A. WAGNER,

709.
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J. P. GeorGEs, 709, and P. Stncer, 712, Eprrors.
HIGHEST

HONORS
Collegiate

John Georges, 90; M. Daugherty, 85.

Junior Letters
Sophomore Letters
Freshman. Letters
Senior Science
Junior Science
Sophomore Science
Freshman Science

W. Roddy, 99; W. Roemer,
John Kelly, 90; Anthony Tague,
Leo Schmitt, 95; Thom. Cobey,
Chas. Wagner, 93; Jos. Seidensticker,
Wilfred Walter, 97; John Ohmer,
L. Strattner, 93; Wm. Seidensticker,
W. Howe, 96; C. C. Adams,
Business

IT
Pisa

SEPTEMBER.

Department.

Senior Letters

Business
PainORe

FOR

.
ce ia

/
ee a
High

Fourth Year
Third Year
Second Year—A
Second Year—B
Piret YeareA ooo Rp an
First Year—B

98.
90.
92.
90.
95.
87.
95.

Department.

F. Stachler, 97; E. Schroeder, 96.
alee oe J. Harrington, 96; L. Cook, 94.

School

Department.

Francis Mueller, 96; Francis Byrne,
Albert Dorsten, 98; Robert Gray,
William Hughes, 93;.Albert Kranz,
Joseph Schlaudecker, 95; Martin Synnett,
ke lees Herbert Hook, 97; Henry Holters,
R. Sherry, 98; L. Bucher, 95; R. Wirshing,
Preparatory

95.
98.
87.
94.
95.
95.

Department.

Eighth Grade....V. Poeppelmeier, 98; W. McCourt, 96; L. Sacksteder,
Seventh Grade—A
C. Speegle, 97; Otto Krusling, 94; J. Liddy,
Seventh Grade—B
H. Keagler, 95; B. Losh,
Sixth Grade
Forster Hahne, 92; Harvey Pierce,

Fifth Grade. . .,

96.
94.
92.
90.

P. Ohmer, 94; F. Claude, 92.
CHRONICLE

Autumn
and

forests,

has spread his variegated mantle
and

again

comes

heat from winter’s chill blast.

that

pleasant

over the verdant meadows
period separating

summer’s

A mystical calm pervades the very atmos-
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phere.
No more do we hear the ponderous
the vivid flash of lightning.

roll of the thunder, or see

The fruits of the earth are being garnered.
The waving corn is cut, and
in the desolate fields we see the huge golden pumpkins suggesting Hallowe’en.
The forests become veritable paradises in their gaudy coats of red

and brown.

“No spring or summer’s beauty hath such grace as I have seen

in one autumnal face.”

Opening of
School

Donne.

The entire student body assembled in the Chapel on
Wednesday morning, September 9, and the scholastic year

1908-’09 was inaugurated in a manner which is destined
to bring down the blessing of God on all our undertakings.
After Holy
Mass the Rev. President, Father O’Reilly, welcomed the students, and
invited them to look upon St. Mary’s as their home.
Thursday the students
attended the Montgomery County Fair, and Friday class began in earnest.

Home was forgotten.
The “blues” were a thing of the past.
September
is gone, and November well on its way.
‘Time is flying so let’s get to
work and make the best of it.
J. GEORGES.
First Solemn
High Mass’

On September 13, the first Sunday after their return to
St. Mary’s, the scholars had the happiness of escorting a
former

student of their Alma

Mater

to the altar of God

to sing his first High Mass in the Institute Chapel.
At eight o’clock, heralded by the ringing of bells, Rev. Lawrence Yeske,
S. M., a graduate of the class 702, preceded by the entire student body, left

the vestibule of St. Mary’s Hall and threaded his way past the jubilee
monument to the portal of the little church of the Immaculate Conception.
The joyous pealing of the organ spoke the welcome which all extended

to him.
After the customary blessing the young Levite started Holy Mass, assisted
by Rev. B. O’Reilly, S. M., and Rev. W. O’Maley, S. M., as deacon and
sub-deacon.
Very Reverend Jos. Weckesser, S. M., officiated as arch-priest.
The select convent choir, always equal to the occasion, enhanced the

celebration by an excellent rendering of the Missa, “Salve Regina,” by G. E.
Stehle.
The variable parts of the mass were sung in the beautiful Gregorian chant, with an accent and feeling that engenders love and reverence
for sacred music in all hearers.

After the gospel the President of the Institute delivered a very appropriate sermon.
“Tues sacerdos in aeternum” was his text.
After passing
in short review the arduous years of study, preceding a priest’s ordination

to the sacred ministry, he dwelt upon his office of preaching and of dispensing the sacraments.

The speaker expressed the earnest wish that his words

might enkindle in the hearts of some of his hearers a vocation to the priest-
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hood, and strengthen that calling in the hearts of others.

Then turning

to his brother in the ministry he wished him success in the performance
of the duties of his charge.
And here THE EXponeENT desires to offer its good wishes to the newly
ordained.
It bids him bear in mind that the roses which strewed his

triumphal path on September 13 had their thorns.
But in all the trials
that await him, through the deepest gloom he will always see the glimmer,
faint though it be, of the Light that will soon brighten into the Sun of Day.
E. GERLACH, 713.

The New
Playgrounds

At last, after the expenditure of many dollars, our dreams
of nearly a year’s standing is about to be realized.
Each
hour adds to the completion of the new campus.
Already
the back-stops have been erected in preparation for the next baseball season,
when the formal opening will take place.
Only

a few

straggling

trees of the old orchard

that once

crowned

the

summit of the hill are left, and of the hill itself nothing remains.
When

the finishing touches

have

been

put

on,

St. Mary’s

will have

a

campus as good as the best, and second to none in point of convenience
and adaptability.
Let us hope that the opening will mark
of a new era in the annals of sport at S. M. I.

the beginning

P. SINGER.
Short Story

Contest

On the first page of the excellent magazine, Extension,

the managing editor includes in his ten minutes chat the

announcement of a “short story contest.”
He grants the widest latitude of subject, remarking that though the story
be “written by a Catholic, or for a Catholic publication it need not be
excessively religious or devotional.”
Above . he wants the characters
to have “real red blood flowing in their veins.’
Would it not be an honor to their Alma Mater if the Tasiken: writers
could

receive one or two

of the $100,

$50,

and

$25

prizes

awarded

by the

. “Extension” to the best composers.
The object of the contest undoubtedly is to encourage, or should I not
rather say, to stimulate Catholics to do their own writing in every field of

literature.

When one compares the Catholic population to the rest of the

nation he finds that the respective literatures are wholly out of proportion.

The cause appears to be a lack both of consumers and of producers.
We should patronize home trade.
Be it borne in mind that there are
novels on Catholic subjects which may deservedly stand on any shelf of
fiction.
They have but one fault—they are not numerous enough.

This dearth of Catholic novels will disappear when our reading public
has done its duty, and when our writers have become aware
Catholic novelist’s field is as extensive as any other novelist’s.

that

the
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LITERARY

NOTES.

The Dramatic
Association

Probably no organization in the college received a more
enthusiastic or auspicious opening than did the Dramatic
Association for the year 1908-709.
New officers for the
ensuing year were elected, the honored ones being Jeremiah Costello, Presiden; William H. McDonald,

Vice-President;

and Francis

C. Canny,

Sec-

retary.
An innovation in the manner of management of the association
was the introduction of a Board of Directors.
This Board is composed of

Michael A. Daugherty,
John P. Georges, Charles Wagner, and Herbert E.
Whalen.
The Moderator, Bro. John B. Nickol, intends to make this season

a “hummer,” as he hopes to stage many more plays this year than formerly.
The first of these, “The Expiation,” will be produced together with a
comedy, in the latter part of October.
Judging from the talent already
discovered we have good reason to be optimistic concerning the success of
the association.
J. GEORGES.

The Addison
Literary Circle

On September 22 the class of the Fourth Year High
School assembled for the purpose of organizing a literary

circle, and electing officers for the same. The officers chosen
were:
Eugene Gerlach, President; John Crimmins, Vice-President; and
Frank Mueller, Secretary.
The name, Addison Literary Circle, suggested
by the Moderator, was considered a fitting title for the circle, and was there-

fore adopted by the members.

It was also decided to hold one meeting

every month.
This circle with a little effort on the part of its members
bids fair to succeed.
As there was no more business for discussion the
meeting adjourned.
Frank M. MUELLER.

Voices from
Vacation

The following are a few of the interesting answers re—_ceived to the President’s letter of welcome sent to the boys
towards

the

close

of vacation:

“T will be back, but did not expect this notice so soon,” is the answer of
one sighing after the “flesh-pots of Egypt.”
“Dear old S. M. I., and good old St. Mary’s,” are the affectionate terms’
with which any number speak of their Alma Mater.
A few of the less voluble send the laconic, but determined,

“T’ll be there.”

One, as if in fear of being forgotten, sends his brother to fill his sorrow-

fully made

vacancy.

' Another deems

it a pleasure to be able to bring his little brother along

with him, expressing his firm conviction
St. Mary’s.

:

I

that the lad will like life at
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To strengthen the representation of his native place.a Kentuckian brings
“three new ones.”
May the number of such loyal scholars increase, is
the mildest form in which the editor can express himself.
This article will be fittingly closed by the answers of three brothers who
seem to have attempted to exhaust the asseveratives of English.
“Certainly,” says Robert.
“Of course,” Thomas

chimes in.

While James completes the trio with, “Sure thing.”
MUSICAL

S.M.I.
Orchestra

NOTES.

As with all other college associations, so with the
§. M. I. Orchestra, it is taking quite a time to get its

members together.
With the beginning of every year a
few of the old musicians are missing, having either graduated, or sought

change of surroundings, and new talent is somewhat slow to enter until
the ice has been broken.
Thus far the membership stands as follows:
Louis Vogt, S. M
. Director
PARR Dec ae ea bo oa bg Ang 00 ee a
es dies
nk ae een Violin
Joseph Schlaudecker
Violin
George Gonzales
Henry Meader
Bernard Heilker, S: M

Violin

1
Louis Kreipl, 8. M
George Hart, S. M
Pane SeenON

-. Violin
.
Violoncello
ee. i Ge koe cece cae e es eas Violoncello
(

Matthias Hill, S. M

Contra Bass

Harry Ritter
George Werder

;

Clarinet -

Albert Kranz
Henry Plato
August Weisenberger
Marinus. Palskamp.... 2. 2.565 <. ‘baighas
Paul

Clarinet

eh

peo eae eee

Singer

ee

eee
Trombone

Roscoe Soward.
The Sunday after the return of the boys a number of moving pictures
were presented in order to aid dispel the lingering “blues.”

Determined

to surpass its records of previous seasons, thus early in ro year ihe orchestra
played its first program in the intervals,
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The Annual
Retreat

The

yearly

NOTES.

retreat has come

and gone.

It has left

behind not only a memory, but also the fruits of three days
meditation and prayer.
The students entered upon this

important work with a spirit of bettering themselves, and of making their
labors of the year 1908-09 as fruitful as possible.
The necessity which present day Catholics are under

of studying

the

ways and means to attain their end was admirably and lucidly dwelt upon
by the Rev. Father Murray, of the Congregation of the Mission.
The
faculty were indeed fortunate in securing the services of a man so gifted
to conduct a retreat as Father Murray.
Forceful, and at all times clear,

he could not help but make a good impression on the students.

To hear

him speak one realizes that Father Murray is thoroughly convinced of the

truth of what he is saying, that he feels the necessity of it, and of the importance of expressing himself clearly and tersely so that interest may be
intensified where it already exists, and created where it does not.
What a
pity that instruction of this sort, imparted in this way, is not given everywhere.
The usual time-table was not followed on the days of the retreat.
Time
was mainly taken up by instructions and prayer.
After each instruction
the various divisions were visited by a priest, who summarized the instruction given, after which the main points were developed by the students.
Thursday marked the closing of the retreat—an auspicious closing.
All
the students received Holy Communion, and afterward took the pledge of
the Holy Name Society.
Following this came benediction, and the sing-

ing of the great hymn, “Holy God.”

The enthusiasm and fervor exhibited

by all in singing this hymn can be accepted
the good accomplished by the retreat.

as an

accurate

measure

of

P. SINGER.
Peter’s Pence

The Peter’s Pence Society has been re-organized in the
yarious classes under the direction of the teachers. We feel

confident that the St. Mary’s boys of 1908-1909 will surpass, or at least reach the high mark attained by the generous scholars
of

1907-1908.

To contribute a few cents every month toward the support of the august
Prisoner
venerable

of ‘the Vatican is the mark of a true “son of the Church.
Pontiff lives for his children of the Faith.
It hehooves

same children to assist their Father in his need.

For September,

Junior Letters,

Second

Year High

Grade are leading their respective departments.

School,

and

The
these

Eighth

-_E=™ee

ee

Mae:

The End of the Annual Retreat—The above cut exhibits in great part the nearly 400 students and members of the Faculty, who
took part in
theevent.
All sizes, ages, grades and classes are represented.
Thestudents had just left the chapel where they had received Holy Communion and had solemnly taken the Holy Name Pledge, and were ready, with smiling faces and clear conscience,
to sit down to a bountiful
breakfast.
In their midst, near Fathers O’Reilly and Yeske, can be noticed Father Murray, the zealous missionary, whose
burning words did
untold good during his stay of three days at St. Mary’s; his pleasant countenance expresses in part the great satisfaction
he felt among “his boys.”

:

Madonna
And

teach

me,

My

dearest

Mother,

The

science worldlings cannot

The

“folly” martys,
That

teach

heart to prize
reach—

virgins preach,

maketh

wise:
Rev.

Edmund

Hill,

c.P.:

Per

Mariam
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The first meeting of the sodalities was held on Saturday,
September 26, at 11:25 P. M.
The regular order of the
meetings could not be followed on account of the elections

Sodalities
of officers.

Ss. M.

We hope to be able to give the reports of the various secretaries

in our succeeding numbers.
the result of its elections.

Thus

far only one branch has handed

in

.

The St. Aloysins'
[n the St. Aloysins Branch the competition for honors
Dayscholar
was so close that a second election had to be held.
It

Branch

—_ resultedas follows:

Alphonse Mahrt
Edwin Bradmiller

Joseph Keber.....: WE
eR haat
e ca dae Toil Cpantginaes II
SNE TOY Ad
Wig bans siece's Go cage pope A VW eh sega ...
Louis Rotterman
RR MNOUE RITRY 5 ree Seg a 0 Le aS chee tae ee aes aoe ie ati tana
A short address by the Moderator followed.

Assistant
Secretary
Treasurer
Sacristan

The duties of a sodalist to

his heavenly Patroness, to himself, and finally to his fellow-students were
insisted upon.
Thereupon a«prayer was recited, and the meeting adjourned.

Ropert Gray, 714.
MUSEUM

Grateful acknowledgment of contributions to the Museum is made by
the Curator ;
To Mr. Peter Kronenacker, of Toledo, Ohio, for bell-shaped ornament

and glass cane;
To Mr.

M.

McLane,

of Dayton,

Ohio,

for Japanese

box

and

two

gifu

of strings,

pins,

lanterns ;

To

Bro.

John

Gumbert,

of Chicago,

Ill., for samples

and sections of piano sounding-board, and strips of veneering woods;
To Bro. George Banzer, of Cleveland,

Ohio, for old Roman

coins;

To Masters George Gonzalez Ignace and Theodore Ducoing, of Mexico
City, for Spanish and Mexican coins and curios.
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St. Mary’s Athletic Association, organized in the spring

St. Mary’s A. A. of 1904, has during its brief period of existence attained
a recognized standing among the leading organizations of
the country. Its present healthy financial and social conditions is due to the
judicious assessments and scrupulous economy of its Board of Directors,
consisting of five members from the Faculty, and five from the student
body.

On Thursday,

September 17, the Faculty members were named by the

Reverend President of the Institute, and the five student members
elected by their associates.
The election resulted as follows:

were

Michael Daugherty, of Lancaster, Ohio, President; Herbert Whalen, of
Dayton, Ohio, Vice-President; John P. Georges, of Wilmington, Ohio,

Secretary;

Joseph

Mahoney,

of Chattanooga,

Tenn.,

Treasurer;

Seidensticker, of Columbus, Ohio, Business Manager.
The members of the Association can congratulate themselves

Joseph
on their

happy choice of officials, as each and every one of them has a splendid
record both as a student and as an athlete.
The great number present at the meeting, and desirous to join the
Association speaks well of the many benefits derived from it, as well as of
the healthy athletic spirit now pervading all sport at the Institute.
Expe-

rience has taught many a lesson to our would-be sports, and taught them
most effectually that brain not brawn

plished athlete
The football
Costello expect
as completed is

is the chief requisite for an accom-

to-day.
season has begun, and Coach Bro. M. Hill and Manager J.
to have a fast and aggressive team.
The schedule as far
as follows:

Franklin, October 3; Miamisburg Athletic Club, October 10; West Carrolton, October 17; Hamilton High School, October 24; West Milton High

School, October 31; Cedarville College, November 7; Wittenberg Academy,
November 14.
.
As yet no game has been scheduled for Thanksgiving

Day.

Owing to the incomplete condition of the new campus, the Moderator
secured,

through the kindness

of J. J. Reeder,

President

of the Welfare

League, of The National Cash Register Company, the use of the Company’s
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play-grounds, so that all the football events of this season will take place
there.
St. Mary’s Athletic Association appreciates the courtesy shown by
the Company’s officials, and herewith tenders them their most sincere and
' grateful acknowledgments.
J. P. Georass, Sec. of St. M. A. A.

The First
Scrimmage

On Friday, September 25, the representative team had
a practice game with East High.
S. M. I. surely showed
The line-up for the scrimmage

up well.
, Wiesner and

was as follows:

Gillespie

Georges and Crimmins
JURY does MAR
ios as.
Daugherty
Ber MUD
SS Gre
ny iad a
Clark

Se

ee

a

ee R.

cep ate ode shee

eee R.

:

C. Frederick, Captain

St. Mary’s
vs

Franklin

B.
4 abe
B

On Saturday, October 3, St. Mary’s lined up against
Franklin Athletic Club in a game of football, and won

by a score of 12 to 2.

The teams were of equal weight,

so that superior playing alone could decide the game.
Fumbles were made
on both sides, but these made by Franklin in the second half were very
costly.
In the first stages of the game, St. Mary’s seemed to have been a
little nervous, and this accounts probably for the fumbles they made.
Their line was impenetrable, so solid in fact that their opponents ‘were
obliged to punt very often.
It was by means of punting alone, aided by
a few fumbles, that they kept the ball in St. Mary’s territory, and it was a
lucky punt in the first half that gave them their safety.
The game stood

2 to 0 in Franklin’s favor at the end of thirty. minutes’ play.
St. Mary’s

played the second half at a pace that defied all opposition.

Franklin was all in.

_ With their best efforts they could not prevent the

Institute lads from scoring
was never in danger.

two

touchdowns,

whilst

the

jocal’s

The first touchdown was made after a few minutes of play.

fumbled on their 10-yard line, and St. Mary’s promptly
and on the second down rushed it across Franklin’s‘goal.

was'successful.

line

Franklin

nabbed the ball,
The try-at-goal

When St. Mary’s next got the ball they worked the forward

pass; perfectly, and made

ence.

goal

several fine-end-runs,

aided by clock-like interfer=

‘Twice St. Mary’s got under their own punts on fumbles by Franklin:
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The second touchdown was made a few minutes before time was up.
On a third down, Schad punted; one of his own side got the ball on. the
10-yard line, and, aided by a trick formation, Schad carried the ball across
the line for the second touchdown.
The interference on this play was
plendid.
N. oS ir

ee

7

Mery

ree

&

/

i 77d 772!

Pees

Chiober” 372,

ol eat ok ene

OF.

Half.

S+T

Score:
Or

Marys

Pent

Fe

he

=
Frawk/;

nen ED

te

oS

The score at the end of the game stood: St. Mary’s 12, Franklin 2.
line-up for Saturday’s game was as follows:

St. Mary’s

Position

The

Franklin

Weisner

Dietz,

Quinlan

Daugherty, Harrington. ace
Bra a
554°. oie
ss se R. E
Singer, Rhulman
Harrington, Schad....... R. H. B

Frederick (Capt.)....... L. H. B
Referees:

Costello and Darmody.

The 8. M. I. boys must surely be commended on the fine showing they
made, and here’s hoping the team will keep up
break the hoodoo that pursued it all last season,

its winning

streak,

and

St.

Mary’s

’08

Football

Team

a

“The

Summer

of All-Saints’’

O what a glory doth this world

put on

For him who, with a fervent heart goes forth
Under the bright and glorious sky, and looks

On duties well performed, and days well spent!
For him the wind, ay, and the yellow leaves,
Shall have a voice, and give him eloquent
He shall so hear the solemn hymn that

teachings.
Death

Has lifted up for all, that he shall go
To his long resting-place without a tear.
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow:

Autumn.
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SECOND

DIVISION

The-Junior Boarders have quite a number of aspirants
Junior Gridiron for their football eleven, and the coach will have a rather

difficult job in selecting the stars who are to represent the
division on the gridiron.

The players

are very willing and enthusiastic,

and with the services of a coach like Bro. Frank Kunnecke, will surely put
up a stellar game.
Practice'is being taken regularly, and with energy, so
that by the time the first game is played the team will have acquired the
necessary skill and endurance.
At a meeting held in the division club room on Sunday,

Wm.

Seidensticker was chosen manager,

and Elmer

September

Kohlmiller

20,

captain.

Under the guidance of two such energetic leaders the team will surely put

up an article of ball that will do honor to the division which it represents.
The schedule has not yet been made.

Wm. SEIDENSTICKER.
THIRD DIVISION.

The Third Division has not yet begun to chase the pigskin; they prefer
sticking to-the grand old game.
On Thursday, September 24, two picked
teams played an exhibition game on the stadium diamond.

The game was a

good one from start to finish. Klein, pitcher of the Invincibles, had slightly
the better of Senn, pitcher of the Leaders.
He was much steadier in
pinches,

and kept his opponents

from

scoring,

although on a number

of

Leaders
Invincibles

Dorstens: $- 8." 2st
Werder, C

Mahoney, L. F:.....
Machle, 3Bo se oc ss
Bahlman, C. F

Kuntz,

1B

wlheesouucoeF

M. Hickey, 2B. :.,. ':4

;
wHwwwnwrHww

2B

. . INVINCIBLES.
A.B.
Rigi Pisce we
5
Schneider, R. F.....

ee
oO

Ruhl,

CSCwHOHFCOWSOF

Eberly, S.S
Neary, 3B

a

LEADERS.
Rogers, R. F
Cahill, 1B

wlrHwrwonwwwe de

occasions they had men on the bases.
Kuntz made two grandstand catches
of badly thrown balls.
The score is as follows:
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Even the Wisest Relish
at
Wh
VN
9

}

“Full well they laughed with counterfeit glee
At all his jokes, for many a joke had he.”

If you have frequent headaches, dizziness, and fainting spells accompanied by chills and chilblains, then you are ill, and may die any minute.
Pay your subscription to THE EXPONENT, or get an “ad” in this paper, and

secure for yourself a worthy obituary notice.

Hear Metz and Kelly talk politics; then go and vote.

_ Watch for the football picture in the next issue, and select the man called

“Shorty.”

Reward promised if successful.

~ Jack said he studied a lot, but the teacher quickly realized that it must
have been an empty one.

- Why won’t a certain somebody go riding again?

Ask A. H.

Ua
A.

“How

B.

“A fool can ask more questions than a wise man can answer.”

did you fare in the quiz?”

THE
Teacher.

Father.
Norah.

S. M.
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“Don’t say ain’t, ain’t ain’t no word.”

. “Norah

I want that fellow to come only after dinner.”

“That’s what he’s after, pa.”

LL!
OUR FOOTBALL TEAM
The 8. M. I. football squad is all in the style,
They're sure to be in it, and hustle all the while.
Fredericks hits the tackles, and Schad hits the guards,
Whilst Singer goes through and makes fifteen yards.

Rusty Clark does signal work, and that very fast,
Weisner gets the ball on a lucky forward pass ;

He makesa fortsty or fifty yard gain
That's sure to give opposing teams a jar and awful pain.
One of our sprightly ends is Sam Broomhall.
You can see he’s very light, and likewise very small.

He is in the game from the first to the last,
And everybody knows he’s quick and lightning fast.
Big
And
He
And

and strong Mick Daugherty plays on the line,
the way he does tt is simply swell and fine.
always hits his men right hard and low,
certainly tt is a treat to see old Daugherty go.

Beefy, big tub George, plays in the middle,
And how he does his work is to us all a riddle.

Right guard Rulman, left guard “Shorty,”
When tt comes to hold the line they do it like forty.
Strong man Smiddy is quarterback or tackle;
Let him get ahold of you, you'd think you wore a shackle.
Gillespie and Crimmins, Mason, Dietz at guard;
Run up against this bunch, yow'll find it very hard.

The man who “saved up for a rainy day” must have accumulated wealth

during our recent drought.

400
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“Who is the fellow with the college hair?”
“He’s a Yale College lad.”
“Well I’ve often heard of the Yale locks.”

LU
Professor of Music.
Mr. Smith

“Mr. Smith, what sort of a voice do you possess ?”

(I Business).

Professor, indignantly.

“I, sir, have a young in-voice.”

“Yes, and it needs filing badly.”

LL
ECHO

“Must

we mix

this H2O

FROM

THE

CHEMICAL

LAB.

with water?”

UU
AT THE

FAIR

Schad looking at the large bread-fruit:
of those to make a dozen.”

“Lord, it wouldn’t take many

Lu
Student’s Telegram.
“Feeling blue, have no money.”
Pa’s Reply.
“Feeling fine, have plenty.”—Ex.
Jos. MAHONEY,

710.

BOYS—We

Want

Your

Trade

The Grawiord, McGregor & Canby Co.,

Pianos,
Music and
Musical
Goods of
every kind.

See us

Dayton,

Ohio

cya

First

Bowling Alleys, Pins, Balls,

THE

Supplies.
Golf Clubs
and Supplies.

J. C. Soward
C0.
40 North Main ‘treet
Near Second

ALEX.

The P. M.

Harman (o.,

Furnishers

Wall

Papers,
Window

Etc.

Bell

Tinting,

Phone,

381.

WUICHET

Lumber Dealers

Relie

All kinds of Floor Cover-

Shades;*House

EUGENE
WUICHET

ALEX. GEBHART & C0.

Decorators

Frescoing,

Fabrics for Walls:
ings,

and

GEBHART
FRANK

Furnishings,

Home

Phone,

2381.
Wayne

Ave. and Railroad.

DAYTON

OHIO,

30 and 32 N. Main Street

Charles W. Mack,

Bates—Caterer
High-Grade
bets,

Bon

Wasa

Cakes,

Ice Cream,

Sher-

ier

hea

Bons,

BUTCHER

Beei

and

Pork.

Etc.

HoOMB PHONE 8832

14 N. Main Street
DAYTON
Bell Phone 471

0.
Home

Musical Instruments

Phone 4711

Prices Cut in Half

Establishe@l 1869

Tointroduce,
Mandolin outfits,
$2.25 up; Guitar outfits,
$2.50
up; Violin outfits. $2.25 up.
Best values ever offered. Self
F Vivatrittot and Lettered Fingerboard FREE with each instrument, Our large text-book No. 62
illustrating every known musical
instrument sent FREE
if you

T. D. Eichelberger & Sons
Portland Cements, Lime, Plaster,
Sf

Sewer Pipe, etc.
Cor. Fifth and

Pearl Streets,

DAYTON,

Razors,
Kindly

mention

THE

OHI

$1.00

at

80c,

EXPONENT

at
when

state instrument

desired.

The Rudolph

Wurlitzer Co.

121 E, Fourth St.,

Cincinnati,

Jenkins’.
calling

on

Advertisers.

O.

R.

M. CosTELLO,
President

T. JOHNSON,
Vice-President

A. HASENSTAB

The NIXON & COSTELLO CO.

Wholesale Dealer in

Fresh Pork, Hams, Bacon
Shoulders, and Sausages

Manufacturers of

FAMILY USED LARD A SPECIALTY

Bottle Wrappers

Corner Valley and Air Streets
Home

22, to 32 Sears Street

J. J.

DAYTON, OHIO

and

Ed.

Abstractors

SSISSSSSSKSS

;

Plone 6291.

WES
NSS NSSOS
SSG

PATENT
PAPER

AAi iy tan ainnui

Hall,

of Titles

ishAA
%

Y)

Beckel Bldg.

Bell Phone 625
Residence

LEO.

Home

Home
6096

Phone 2625
:

Weds

F WALTER,

Successor to Michael Walter

Fresco

Funeral Director and
Licensed Embalmer
129-131
Old

Franklin

CO.

artists and

Interior Decorators

25

Perrine

Street.

DAYTON,

OHIO

St.

Stoddard-Dapton

Reliables

JOHN

DHERER

AUTOMOBILES

TIMMER

Upholstering and Feather
' Renovating.
All Kinds of Repairing
and Refinishing.
Bell. Phone

2462X
213

DAYTON,

Home

Chestnut

Phone 3226

St.

sess

The

OHIO

Largest

store

Razors,

Dayton

in Dayton—MOSE

$1.50

at

$1.10,

at

Motor

DAYTON OHIO

COHEN.

Jenkins’.

Car

Co.

“‘Dayton’s Cheeriest,
Most Attrantive
Clothes Shop”

If you want to see the niftiest class of ‘“‘full blooded” college-cut
suits ever conceived by a master tailor, ask to be shown our novelty
designs in King’s gray, misteltoe green, and Sioux brown.
Nothing

like them anywhere.

Prices $10 to $30.

:

WERTHEIMER’S
“The New
11

East

Fifth

Daylight

Clothes

St.

Shop”
Opposite

All Clothes Cleaned,

Pressed, and
‘

Repaired Two

Years Free of Charge

Lyric

Bushwaw’s
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a

your DRUG
‘are (3)
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‘to make—there

things

to remember?

oo

o

te

PURCHASES

very essential

I

The

II

Accuracy, Proficiency, and Skill.

III

Think of Bushwaw’s Pharmacy and the

® "3
0>
3
=

and

asoo

we po
= 00
peal

to be FILLED

ing

a PRESCRIPTION

you

Purest Drugs obtainable.

problem
Please

Give

A Square

is solved.
Us

a

Call.

Deal Is Our

Motto.

ae

2908
Telephone

Bell

4385

Bushwat,

R.

Wm.

Home

Nos.|

DRUGGIST
S.

Save

E.

Corner

$5 on

your

5th

and

Jefferson

suit at MOSHE

COHEN’S.

*posy ssAemly

yp

have

you that when

~~

x Ow
°
®
<d

Does it ever occur to

uopyossasjieg

oO

72
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Jefferson

YOO]
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STORE,
and
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5th
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DRUG
Cor.
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W.R.

ee
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WHAT YOU SEE—Our clothes for Young Men are as good as they look in
this illustration. You won’t actually know how good they are, however,
until you have seen the high quality of the workmanship and the beauty
of the patterns in the garments themselves.

WHAT YOU DON’T SEE—The way each garment is built—the inside—the
part that insures service—the part you don’t see—that is covered by our
broad guarantee and you can’t make a mistake.
Suits and Overcoats in
a wide choice of the approved New

Fall Styles

Kumley

ie.
Kindly

mention
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when

for

$15.00

Co.

|

calling

to

$35.00.

Clothing
Dep’t.

on

Advertisers.

Values

Tell.
IT’S

Graves

Sellers of the
Smartest and
Best

Ready-

to- Wear
Clothing yet
Produced for
Father

and

Son.
PYRIGHT 1908

eteueine® 7 MADE

IN New

** Ghe Clothes that KEEP

That’s

YorK
Men

All

Shoulder

Braces

at

Jenkins’

Cut

Rate

DPrug

Stores.

City

Youn eg. :

